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A DIGITAL CONTROLLER FOR THE
OMEGA WEST REACTOR

by

Michael M. Minor, Michael D. Kaufman, and Terry W. Smith

ABSTRACT
A new nuclear reactor control system for the Omega

West Reactor (OWR) has been designed to replace the aging and
hard to maintain controller presently installed. The controller
uses single board computers, digital and analog input and output
modules, and stepping motor indexers installed on a standard
bus (VME bus). The eight poison control rod drive motors are
replaced with stepping motors. The control algorithm for the
OWR was not changed in order to expedite approval for instal-
lation. This report presents the results of the development of the
new control system. Included in the report are copies of some of
the software that drives the new controller.
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CHAPTER i INTRODUCTION

A lack of replacement parts for the present reactor control system for Omega West
Reactor (OWR) at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) required a redesign of
the system. The present system was designed and constructed between 1954 and
1956. A digital control solution was decided upon for the replacement control sys-
tem because it is state of the art technology. Changes to the control solution can be
made with changes of software without the much larger expense of modifying hard-
ware. Such a system can also be expanded to include other digital acquisition and
display parameters with only the small cost of adding a module, assuming a stan-
dard digital bus is selected as the basis for the system. The supervisors of research
reactors and power reactors have not accepted the digital control solution because
of the complexity of performing a risk assessment analysis on the equipment and
software and of qualifying the hardware seismically.

The stringent controls for power reactors do not apply to the OWR because of
its much smaller risk of an accident that could threaten people or property. The 8-
megawatt OWR is classified by the Department of Energy (DOE) as a category B
reactor, which is equivalent to a "research reactor", as defined by the Nuclear Reg-
ulatory Commission (NRC). Many of the regulations governing power reactors do
not apply to small reactors simply because the potential for a large scale accident is
much less than that of a power reactor.

The intended purpose of the controller is to manipulate the control rods in the
reactor to achieve steady-state power operation. The OWR reactor safety system
will not be modified in any way from its original form when the new system is in-
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INTRODUCTION

stalled. The new controller, however, has the ability to perform all data acquisition
and control functions presently associated with the OWR control console.

The new control system is designed to be modular and distributed, based on the
VME bus standard. It is designed to use as much of the old control system as pos-
sible to lessen the expense of conversion. The original rack and pinion drive gears
are modified to fit the stepper motors. The present manual rod control switches
with interlocks are modified to send TTL-level signals instead of 120 volts AC. The
displays are designed to emulate the originals so the reactor operators will have lit-
tle difficulty adjusting to the new system. The proportional control method for
steady state regulation of reactor power is maintained to enable the system to be in-
stalled on the reactor without extensive testing of a new control algorithm.

The operating and programming languages selected are high level yet easily
control machine-level functions such as reading and writing to module registers.
The programming language, C, and the operating system, modified Xinu, were se-
lected. Xinu a Unix-like operating system is used for modular processors contained
within the VME crates. The C programming language is a general purpose lan-
guage and is structured such that the programs are modular and can stand alone for
testing. In addition, it is a relatively "low-level" language which provides access to
machine and controller registers directly. The Sun-3 computing workstation with
the Unix operating system is used for the development of the software and for data
display and storage because it is also built on the VME bus standard. Its backplane
is directly connected to the VME crates containing the data acquisition and control
modules and other central processing unit (CPU) modules on the development sys-
tem, but will be isolated in the actual control system. When a program module is
developed it can be quickly loaded and executed for testing and modification from
the Sun-3. Software security is accomplished by loading the tested and approved
software on programmable read-only memory chips. These are installed on the
modular CPU board mounted in the VME crate.
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CHAPTER 2 DESCRIPTION OF
OMEGA WEST
REACTOR

2.1 Reactor Facility

The Omega West Reactor is operated for Los Alamos National Laboratory by the
Research Reactor Group, INC-5, within the Isotope and Nuclear Chemistry Divi-
sion. The OWR has been a major LANL facility since 1956, serving many re-
searchers and groups both inside and outside the laboratory. It is located in Los Ala-
mos Canyon at Technical Area 2. This area has been the site of other nuclear reac-
tors such as Clementine and the Water Boiler. The Research Reactor Group
consists of 12 people, including 5 operations staff, 4 science staff, a secretary, group
leader, and deputy group leader. It is supported by one full time health physics
technician and one machinist.

The OWR was designed and built by LANL personnel and craftsmen and first
went critical in August, 1956. It is a thermal reactor that operates at a steady state
power of 8 megawatts, 8 hours per day, 5 days per week. A complete description
of the OWR including a safety analysis is contained in the LANL report "1969 Sta-
tus Report on the Omega West Reactor, with Revised Safety Analysis" (Williams
[1969]).

The reactor is used to supply an intense flux of thermal neutrons for irradiations
and experiments. Presently, 12,000 to 15,000 samples per year are irradiated and
numerous experiments are conducted by various groups, including other national
laboratories that do not have a research reactor. The largest single use of the reactor
is neutron activation analysis. The automated neutron activation analysis system at
OWR can perform analyses of up to 400 samples per day.
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DESCRIPTION OF OMEGA WEST REACTOR

2.2 Reactor Core

The reactor core is a four-by-nine array of Materials Test Reactor (MTR)-type fuel
and sample elements supported by an aluminum grid plate. The present reactor core
consists of 33 fuel ar,d three sample elements. Eight flat boron-stainless-steel con-
trol blades move between the fuel elements. A beryllium reflector abuts the west
side of the core, and a lead gamma shield is positioned on the east side. The other
sides of the core are water reflected. A graphite thermal column extends to the lead
gamma shield on the east side of the core. The reactor is cooled with 3500 gpm of
light water that is circulated through the reactor tank and then through a cooling
tower.

The fuel elements are of the type developed for the MTR. Each one consists of
18 or 19 curved fuel plates mounted in heavy aluminum side mounts. Each fuel
plate is made of a sheet of uranium-aluminum compact sandwiched and hot-rolled
between two sheets of pure aluminum. New fuel elements contain between 190 g
and 232 g of uranium 235.

2.3 Reactor Control System

The reactor is controlled with eight flat boron-stainless-steel control blades that
move between the fuel elements. The control blades are attached to control rod
drive motors with a shaft and magnet coupling and rack-and-pinion drive assembly.
If the magnets are deenergized the control blades drop into the reactor core region.
Aluminum followers attached to both the top and bottom of each control blade pre-
vent it from falling out the bottom of the core when unlatched and also maintain the
proper geometry during movement

The control rod drive motors can be manually operated independently by the re-
actor operator, or the center four control rods can be operated automatically by a
servo control system. An interlock in the rod control switches prevents the operator
from moving more than one control rod in the out direction at one time. All control
rods can be driven into the reactor core at one time either manually or via a rod run-
in switch. In automatic or servo control mode, the four center control rods are driv-
en by small AC motors attached to the main drive motor shafts via a clutch and
brake assembly. The automatic positioning motors are turned on and off with the
servo control system. The length of travel of the control drive motors and automatic
positioning motors is controlled by micro switches attached to the rack-and-pinion
drive assemblies.

The automatic control system is a proportional controller that derives its signal
by comparing a signal from an uncompensated ion chamber that monitors neutron
level near the reactor core and a signal manually set by the reactor operator. Figure
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Reactor Control System

1, shows a block diagram of the present reactor control system. The signal set by
the reactor operator, called the power set, is calculated from the current estimated
critical position. If the error signal is high the automatic control system lowers the
four center rods into the core 0.006 inches in 2.75 seconds. The process is repeated
if the error signal remains high. The same thing happens if the error signal is low
except the rods are raised incrementally.

Figure 1 Block Diagram of the Present OWR Control System
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CHAPTER 3 DIGITAL CONTROL

SYSTEM GUIDELINES

3.1 ANSI Standards

A review of industrial standards was conducted before design began on the digital
controller. Two areas of applicable standards are available. The first is reactor in-
strumentation and the second is computer software development.

3.1.1 Reactor Control and Safety Systems
To understand which standards apply to nuclear reactor control and instrumentation
it is necessary to first define the reactor safety system. To illustrate, Figure 2 from
ANSI/ANS-15.15, "Criteria for the Reactor Safety Systems of Research Reactors,"
(ANS 15.15 [1978]) is shown below. It can be seen that the reactor control system
is not part of the reactor safety system. NRC regulatory guide, R.G. 1.153 (12/85),
"Criteria for Power, Instrumentation, and Control portions of Safety Systems",
states that IEEE 603-1980 (IEEE 603 [1980]) is the controlling standard for por-
tions of the safety system. Standards were not found that control research reactor
instrumentation in general other than those that endorse good engineering practices.

According to the guidelines (IEEE 603 [1980]), safety systems for power reac-
tors will be composed of class IE equipment and all interfaces to the safety system
will be isolated such that a failure of the interface will not affect the safety system.
NRC controlled research reactors have not been required to have class IE equip-
ment for their safety systems. In general NRC classifies a research reactor as one
that operates at a maximum power of 10 megawatts or less. DOE reactors that have
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power levels less than 20 megawatts, classed as Category B reactors, have not been
required to use class IE equipment
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ANSI Standards

Figure 2 Generalized Reactor Safety System (ANSI/ANS-15.15-1978).
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DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM GUIDELINES

The proposed control system for OWR is consistent with the established guide-
lines (IEEE 603 [1980]) and will not be part of the reactor safety system. It will in-
terface with the safety system where the neutron level signals are sensed from two
of the three linear level neutron monitoring and safety channels. These two inter-
faces will be electrically isolated from the safety system by the signal conditioning
modules that connect to them.

3.1.2 Software Standards
Two standards were studied that apply to software development. The first was
ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7.4.3.2-1982, "Application Criteria for Programmable Digital
Computer Systems in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations" (ANS
7.4.3.2 [1982]). This standard recommends guidelines for documentation of hard-
ware and software, hardware-software integration, computer system validation and
verification, software development, test, analysis, review and audit procedures.
This standard is applicable to power reactor safety systems and is being used for the
development of softwu/e for the digital control system for OWR.

The second standard of interest is ANSI/ANS-10.5-1979, "Guidelines for Con-
sidering User Needs in Computer Program Development" (ANS 10.5 [1979]). This
standard provides guidance for program design. It includes such things as initializa-
tion, data input, writing to external data files, processing, checking, interpreting and
editing. It is general in nature and applies to all program development, and is being
used for all processes developed for the digital controller.

3.2 Technical Specifications and Operating Procedures

The present Technical Specifications for OWR include limits on the reactivity in-
sertion rate and the number of rod position indications that must be operable in or-
der to start the reactor. The maximum reactivity insertion rate for the OWR is 0.185
$/sec (one $ equals 0.0065 reactivity units). These are the only items in the OWR
technical specifications that apply to the OWR control system.

Although the following interlocks, indications, and control points are not con-
tained in the technical specifications, they are included here to show that they pres-
ently exist on the OWR and will be maintained with the new digital controller.
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State of > he Industry

Old System New System

Power Set Power Set

Automatic Fault Automatic Fault

Control Dead Band Control Dead Band

Rod Speed Control

Reactor Power High Reactor Power High

Power Noise Power Noise

Reactor Thermal Power Reactor Thermal Power

The power set is a signal set by the operator that corresponds to a desired control
level calculated from the estimated control rod critical position for start-up and
from a power measurement during operation. The automatic fault prevents the con-
troller from operating automatically if the error signal is too large in the direction
that pulls rods out of the core. The control dead band presently is a proportional
dead band that the operator sets as the neutron level is increased. The new system
will set this dead band automatically depending on the reactor neutron level. There
is no Rod Speed Control for the old system. Rod motion is governed by the maxi-
mum speed of the rod drive motors, which only operate at one speed. The new sys-
tem has stepping motors whose speed can be varied up to the maximum character-
istic of the motor. The maximum rod speed is limited, however, by a 160:1 reduc-
tion gear. Reactor power high, power noise, and reactor thermal power are
indications that will remain as they are on the control console, but they are also in-
corporated into the new data display for the digital controller.

3.3 State of the Industry

3.3.1 EBR-II, Argonne National Laboratory

The staff at EBR-II have recently completed a conversion for data acquisition and
display. The EBR-II system is built on the VME bus standard with a Sun-3 and ad-
vanced graphics capability identical to that used for the OWR. Lindsay [1987], who
is associated with the new system, states that automation in nuclear plants is pro-
ceeding in an increasing rate and that computers can improve the safety and reliabil-
ity of these plants.

A Digital Controller for the Omega West Reactor 11
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3.3.2 GA Technologies
A new completely digital control console is being marketed by GA Technologies.
All control, safety, and display actions are controlled by microprocessors. The new
system is being installed on a GA Technologies reactor in San Diego, CA. It is also
being installed with the new Triga reactor for McClellan Air Force Base near Sac-
ramento, CA. Since this safety system is completely digital, licensing of the console
by the NRC represents a landmark decision.

3.3.3 MIT Research Reactor
The MIT Research Reactor has an NRC licensed digital controller which is allowed
to change reactor power automatically with some restrictions. Bernard [1987], of
MIT, has approached the design of reactor controllers from an overall perspective
encompassing the human approach to process control. He has shown that expert
systems and fault tolerance play an important role in the design of such controllers.
Although fault tolerance and expert systems were not incorporated in the initial de-
sign of the OWR digital controller, the VME bus standard and the multiple CPU en-
vironment allow these systems to be incorporated later with little expense.

12 A Digital Controller for the Omega West Reactor



CHAPTER 4 METHODS AND
PROCEDURES

4.1 Model Control System

The project to change the reactor automatic control system grew into a plan to even-
tually replace the entire control console with a microprocessor based console. Our
initial objective is to replace the reactor automatic control system with one that is
digital. A VME bus standard is used to enhance product availability, flexibility, and
ease of both trouble shooting and repair. The microprocessors are Motorola 68000
series CPU cards, the operating system is modified Xinu, a Unix-like system, and
the software is written in the C programming language. Other products such as an-
alog to digital converters are available from over 100 vendors who support the
VME bus standard.

The automatic control rod drive system, which is shown in Figure 3, is designed
to control power at some preset steady state level. It is not designed to change power
levels. The heart of the system is the data acquisition and control microprocessor
(DAC). It obtains neutron levels from two of the three linear neutron level instru-
ments through signal conditioners which feed an analog to digital input/output mod-
ule and compares these signals to a level manually inserted by the reactor operator
via a digital input/output module. The DAC tests the following conditions before
and after generation of a power error signal and before a rod motion command is
sent to the preset indexers that control stepping motor motion:

1. The system is set to automatic by the reactor operator. (It will not allow auto-
matic control unless certain conditions are met.)

A Digital Controller for the Omega West Reactor 13
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2. Checks that the error signal is within the proper range. If it is too large in the
direction that would pull rods out of the core, it faults.

Figure 3 Block Diagram of the New OWR Digital Control System
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A fault detected on any of the above checks prevents the system from going un-
der automatic control. If no faults exist and the error signal is outside of the control
dead band, commands are sent to the preset indexers of the control rods to move
rods in or out to maintain the preset power level.

The present AC synchronous motors that move control rods are unable to accept
digital signals, and do not provide the precise control that is desired. They are to be
replaced with stepping motors, motor controllers, and preset indexers, which can
accept signals directly from the DAC.

Manual control overrides the DAC commands to the preset indexer. Manual
control inputs are provided on each of the preset indexers. The rod-drive in and out
signals are generated by a pair of push button switches mounted in a modular Rod
Drive Module for each control rod. The upper push button in each module drives
the corresponding rod out and the lower switch drives the rod in. The switches are
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different colors and have different shaped key faces. The switches are electrically
wired such that only one control rod at a time can be moved and such that the rod
insertion switch always overrides the withdraw switch. A rod run-in switch enables
the operator to run all control rods in at the same time for reactor shutdown.

The present rods-latched and rods-down signals remain. Rod position indication
is available for each control rod from an optical encoder mounted integrally to the
stepping motor that provides position feedback to the preset indexer and rod posi-
tion data to the DAC. Rod positions are displayed in hardware which is similar to
the current operator interface which will avoid operator confusion when the new
system is installed; rod position indications provide the same precision that has al-
ways been available to the reactor operator. Hardware position indications and dig-
itally displayed rod position indications are identical and displayed with the same
precision since they are all derived from the controller.

A Sun-3 desktop work station, with 142 megabytes of mass storage, a 19-inch
high resolution screen, and a Sun LaserWriter, provides adequate memory and both
a hard copy and visual monitoring of the reactor parameters. The Sun communi-
cates with a separate CPU to control such things as passing parameters to the screen.

A separate and complete prototype control system has been constructed. This
development station is a model of the one proposed for installation on the OWR. It
is to be used separately from the reactor to develop software, train reactor operators,
simulate the reactor for training and testing software, and trouble-shoot hardware.
The development station is a readily available source of spare parts for the OWR
Controller.

4.2 Sun Station and VME

A decision was made at the beginning of the design project to standardize all of the
elements of the control system. Two basic elements were decided upon. The first
was to use the VME bus standard that allows a multiple processor environment that
can be distributed through various laboratory areas. All digital modules for the con-
troller are VME bus compatible. The VME bus is a nonproprietary bus (Motorola
[1983]). The standard bus concept makes available a tremendous number of mod-
ules which can be used for the project. The second element was selection of the Mo-
torola 68000 series processors for the controller. All of the code developed for the
controller thus uses the same compiler. The Sun-3 color workstation is used because
it is based upon the VME bus standard, uses a Motorola 68000 series processor, and
has the high resolution graphics needed for data display.

In the digital controller development station the backplane of the Sun is electri-
cally extended to the VME crates that house all of the other modules. Included
among these are the processors, digital and analog input and output modules, preset
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indexers, and static random access memory (RAM). The code developed for the
system is downloaded to the static RAM and then executed by the independent pro-
cessor for testing and debugging. A block diagram of software development flow is
shown in Figure 4. The CPU cards chosen for the project have serial input/output
ports and commercial debugger programmable read-only memory (PROM) chips.
These features allow direct communication with the CPU boards via the Sun win-
dow system and the serial port on both the Sun and CPU cards. A program is devel-
oped in one window on the Sun, downloaded to the static RAM via the VME bus,
and then executed from another window on the Sun that acts as a terminal to the in-
dependent processor in the VME chassis.

Figure 4 Block Diagram of Software Development Flow.
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After the final software is developed and tested on the development station it is
loaded into programmable read-only memory chips that are installed directly on the
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independent processor board. While the Sun is directly connected to the VME chas-
sis it is the host processor. When the software has been loaded, the VME card which
resides in slot one of the chassis acts as bus arbiter and system clock. Thus, the Sun
is no longer connected to the VME chassis via the bus and the digital controller
communication for data acquisition and display occurs only via the serial input/out-
put port.

Multiple VME crates can be tied together with long line links that are essentially
transparent to the VME bus. These links can extend up to 2000 feet and allow dis-
tributed processors and modules to communicate at bus speeds. This project re-
quires two crates for the controller installed on the OWR, one on the reactor top near
the control rod drives, and one in the control room console.

Appendix B contains hardware specifications for this project's modules that re-
side on the VME bus.

The modules communicate with each other through a global memory map for
the devices. The memory map for the OWR Controller is shown in Figure 5. The
addresses of the digital modules except for the SBC and static RAM are located in
the short VO address space, and these addresses are switch configured on each of
the modules.
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Figure 5 Memory Map for the VME bus Devices in the OWR Controller.
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4.3 Microprocessors and Xinu Operating System

The Sun and VME bus provide a way to develop software and to communicate with
the other modules associated with the controller. It is desirable to make the control-
ler a stand-alone system and to keep its function simple. Furthermore, it was a de-
sign constraint to keep the controller simple enough that it did not require disks and
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other peripherals in order to function. Clearly, the Sun Workstation could handle all
the processes necessary for operation over the VME bus with the Unix operating
system. Such a system, however, tends to be too complex, not easily validated, and
less reliable. The approach taken here can be managed much better and can be much
smaller with a distributed processor arrangement. The controller currently uses only
one processor unit, but additional slave processor units could be added in order to
further separate control and data acquisition functions. Multiple processor diskless
workstations which use much of the same hardware are in use at the OWR as dis-
tributed data acquisition systems for gamma-ray analysis.

4.3.1 Xinu Operating System
Every computer system has software that controls processing, manages resources,
and communicates with terminals or other external devices. This software is called
the operating system. The one chosen for the digital controller application is called
Xinu. It is a Unix-like operating system; however, Xinu and Unix are quite differ-
ent. In general a program written to run on a Unix system will not run on a Xinu
system. Xinu was developed for a set of LSI 1! computers and is a very small real
time operating system with multiple process capabilities, priority-based preemptive
scheduling, input/output synchronization, and interprocess communications. In its
original form it contained only 4300 lines of C code and 550 lines of assembler.
Xinu was taken directly from a text book written by D. Comer (Comer [1984]) at
Purdue University. Xinu was ported for the Motorola 68000 series microprocessors
used in this project by Dr. Michael Minor, Los Alamos National Laboratory. Ref-
erence 9 is used as the documentation for this operating system. Appendix C con-
tains a listing of the Xinu utilities available for this system. (Entries appended with
c are written in the C programming language, and those with s are written in assem-
bly language.)

4.3.2 Microprocessor Module

The microprocessor module is a single board computer (SBC) which can work in-
dependently of the VME bus. The SBC has a printer port, serial port, and 512 kilo-
bytes of on-board dual ported RAM (DRAM) that can be shared with the VME bus.
The SBC functions as the system controller (after the software is complete and load-
ed into PROM) and executes the ORC software which controls rod motion. The
complete specifications for the SBC are found in Appendix B.

4.3.3 Static RAM
The static RAM module provides 256 kilobytes of continuous memory. Two bat-
teries having a 10 year shelf life provide up to 15,000 hours of data retention with
the main power turned off. This module is capable of full 32-bit data transfers and
the decoding of 32-bit addresses. For this project it is set up to handle 16-bit data
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transfers and to decode 24-bit addresses. Its base address is 0x900000 (Ox indicates
hexadecimal) and is shown on the memory map of Figure 5. It is noted that this
module does not support short I/O addressing. All other modules in the controller
use short I/O addresses as defined in Reference 8. The specifications for the static
RAM module are found in Appendix B.

4.4 Digital Control Modules

4.4.1 Analog Input/Output Module
The analog input/output module (AIO) is the heart of the analog signal conversion.
It receives 0 to 10 volts from the signal conditioning system and sends 0 to 10 volts
from digital conversions to analog meters. It is configured to provide 32 single-
ended analog input channels and 4 analog output channels. The AIO receives and
converts two 0 to 10 volt signals from the linear level ion chamber power channels
and sends 0 to 10 volts to drive analog meters for display. An analog output signal
is used to display the power set error. The AIO is configured to load all logic zeros
to the digital analog converters on either reset or power up. It performs a straight
binary conversion with 12-bit resolution on the 0 to 10 volt unipolar input signal for
each channel, and provides a unipolar 0 to 10 volt signal to the four analog output
channels. The gain for each analog input channel is individually programmable
over one of three possible ranges. The AIO is configured for a gain range of 1,2, 5,
or 10 (range 1). This feature makes it possible to program one of the gains in range 1
separately for each channel. The conversion time for the analog to digital converters
is 25 microseconds when the AIO is configured for single ended input The speci-
fications for the AIO are found in Appendix B.

4.4.2 Digital Input/Output Module
The digital input/output module (DIO) provides eight-byte-wide input/output ports.
Each port can be programmed to either input or output data. The DIO provides the
means for switch and thumbwheel inputs for this application. The power set value
and the automatic/manual switch interface with this module. Appendix B contains
the specifications for the DIO.

4.5 Watchdog Timer Module

A watchdog timer is implemented in hardware and software to detect system fail-
ures. The watchdog timer consists of a multiple timer unit (Xycom XVME-293)
which is initialized in such a way that each of the timer circuits is set to count down
from some preset value to zero where a hardware generated alarm signal occurs
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Specific watchdog timers are preset to time-out in time periods which are siightly
longer than is required for the software to normally execute one loop or timed func-
tion. Each time through the loop, the software resets the watchdog timer and it is
prevented from ever reaching the time-out time. If an Indexer, the AIO, or the D1O
were to fail or if the DAC CPU were to quit executing instructions, then specific
watchdog timers or all of them would time-out and produce an audible alarm. Each
of the processes that run independently in the DAC have a watchdog timer associ-
ated with it. The specifications for the XVME-293 are found in Appendix B.

4.6 Signal Conditioning System

The signal conditioning system consists of a chassis with up to 16 signal condition-
ing modules installed. The input modules are single channel analog input condition-
ers that plug into sockets on the backplane of the chassis. The backplane connects
directly to the AIO with a 50-pin ribbon connector. The input modules accept var-
ious signals such as thermocouple or RTD inputs and voltage inputs. The modules
specific to this application are 0 to 10 millivolt input modules that provide 0 to 10
volts output. The modules use magnetic isolation that separates the input from the
output for transients up to ± 1500 volts. When the controller is installed on the re-
actor the modules will receive signals from two linear level power channels that
also are part of the reactor safety system. This signal isolation is required.

The signal conditioning system also consists of a second chassis with up to
12 alarm-limit modules that plug into sockets on the backplane of the chassis. This
chassis connects directly to the signal conditioning chassis with a 24-pin connector.
The alarm-limit modules provide two alarm set points (high or low) and a visual dis-
play of the 0 to 10 volts (in percent) from the signal conditioning modules. The
alarm-limit modules drive two relays that can be used for alarm or annunciation.
The relays can be configured for normally open or normally closed operation. Ap-
pendix B contains the specifications for the signal conditioning system.

4.7 Stepping Motor Control System

4.7.1 Preset Indexers
The VME bus compatible preset indexer decodes the programmed signals sent to it
from the data acquisition and control microprocessor and sends the correct number
of pulses at the correct frequency to the controllers that drive the stepping motors.
Each indexer controls one stepping motor. The preset indexers also have an input
connector from the optical encoder on the stepping motor and an auxiliary input
connector. The optical encoder provides position and velocity feedback to the in-
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dexer, and the auxiliary connector provides limit switch and jog inputs to the step-
ping motor. The indexer has its own microprocessor and memory but still requires
a host processor to allow it to operate. It cannot operate as a stand-alone device al-
though it does support jog control without the use of the host processor. This last
feature is extremely useful since failure of the data acquisition and control computer
does not disable manual control of rod motion for this application. Another very
useful feature of the indexer is that jog inputs from the auxiliary connector override
any commands being sent to it from the data acquisition and control microproces-
sor. Thus, manual control of any rod can be achieved immediately. Interfacing with
the auxiliary connector on each indexer are the end-of-travel limit switches. If these
limit switches are activated motion stops immediately, overriding all commands
from either the DAC or the manual control switches via the auxiliary connector. A
secondary limit switch is connected in scries to the end-of-travel limit switch for the
"in" direction to shut down the stepping motor in case the first limit switch fails.
This backup switch is designed to prevent the stepping motor from driving the con-
trol rods into the reactor against their mechanical stop. The limit switch inputs are
fail safe in that an opening in the leads to the limit switches prevents rod motion.

The indexer relieves the data acquisition and control microprocessor of the
tasks of controlling velocity, distance and linear acceleration parameters as well as
monitoring end-of-travel limit switches and trigger inputs. The host microprocessor
may also control the motion algorithm to achieve acceleration profiles for applica-
tions that require contouring. The specifications of the Indexer are contained in Ap-
pendix B.

4.7.2 Manual Switches
Manual control switches are directly connected to the preset indexer auxiliary port.
When a manual switch signals the indexer to move a stepping motor it overrides any
commands that are sent by the DAC. This allows the operator to instantly have man-
ual control of the control rods, overriding any other control signals that may be sent
to the preset indexers. In the manual mode it is possible to drive the stepping motors
in the in direction past the encoder absolute zero position. The rod motion limit
switches mounted on the control rod racks prevent movement past the clockwise
and counterclockwise limit positions. The manual control switches are wired with
a series interlock which allows only one control rod to be moved at a time and al-
lows the "in" control to always override the "out." A control rod drive-in switch
moves all control rods in the "in" direction at the same time until the clockwise limit
switch kills rod motion.
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The predefined continuous move profile that the manual switches execute
is:

Absolute velocity 367824 steps/second (26 inches/minute)
Absolute acceleration 500000 steps/second2

In manual control the move profile is like the manual control profile execut-
ed by the present control system.

4.7.3 Stepping Motors and Motor Controllers
The stepping motor has a resolution of 25,000 steps per revolution and supplies a
minimum torque of 110 oz.-in at twenty revolutions per second and a maximum
torque of 375 oz.-in from one tenth to 4 revolutions per second. In order to prevent
an indexer or other failure from driving control rods faster than allowed by the tech-
nical specification on reactivity insertion rate limits for the Omega West Reactor a
reduction gear is mounted on each motor shaft. The reduction gear is a zero back-
lash gear with a reduction ratio of 160:1. Under no-load conrjitions the maximum
speed of the motor is 21.8 revolutions per sec. The maximum speed of the reduction
gear output shaft is 8.2 revolutions per minute. The specifications of the stepping
motors and controllers are included in Appendix B.

4.7.4 Optical Encoders
An optical encoder is mounted on the back of each stepping motor. These encoders
provide position and velocity information to the preset indexer and the data acqui-
sition and control microprocessor. The resolution of the optical encoder is 1000
lines per revolution. However, the indexer sees it as 4000 lines per revolution of the
stepping motor through a quadrature detection technique. Thus the resolution that
can be detected on the reduction gear output shaft is 0.00000156 revolutions. The
specifications of the optical encoders are contained in Appendix B.

4.7.5 Redundant Rod Position Circuits
Independent rack and sprocket gear drives are mounted on each of the eight control
rod racks which drive precision 10-turn potentiometers to provide redundant rod
position indication. The potentiometers allow the rod position to be determined at
any point from 0 to 26-inches of withdrawal to better than 0.1-inch. Console read-
out is provided directly in inches (1 volt/inch) for any of the control rods.
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4.8 Software

4.8.1 Program Organization
The main program, which is compiled and linked with the Xinu operating system,
is called orc.c. Test versions of the program were linked to the DAC dynamic ran-
dom access memory (RAM) address and executed for testing and verification. A
complete listing of orc.c is given in Appendix D. This version is linked to the DAC
read only memory (ROM) address and loaded into two PROMs which are inserted
into sockets on the DAC board. The program is self starting and drives the AIO,
DIO, and preset indexers. The data output is accomplished via the serial port on the
DAC and displayed on the Sun Workstation.

The program consists of a main part which performs some initialization pro-
cedures on the modules, defines some constants, and starts the processes that per-
form the work, and then main dies as a process. The processes that are started and
run independently of each other read the DIO, AIO, and preset indexers and write
to the AIO, preset indexers, and to the serial port on the DAC. These processes com-
municate data to each other through global variables and are prevented from clob-
bering each other's data from read or write statements by the use of semaphores. A
complete description of the operating system utilities for Xinu such as 'resume' or
'create' are given by Comer [1984]. The AIO, DIO, and preset indexer command
reference can be found in Appendix E.

4.8.2 Reading the Digital Input/Output Module
The DIO module reads four decimal thumbwheels for power set input and the au-
tomatic-manual switch that inputs the operator's desire to go into automatic control.
The DIO has 4 ports on the JK1 input connector. The first decimal thumbwheel is
connected to pins one through four of port 0, the second to pins five through eight
on port 0, and similar connections are made for the remaining two decimal digits to
the pins of port 1. The thumbwheels are read as a byte from each port, and the byte
is bit manipulated in the DIO read process to separate each of the four decimal dig-
its. The range of inputs from the thumbwheels is from 0 to 9999 which is interpreted
to mean 0 - 9.999 megawatts. A second set of thumbwheels (four decimal digits) is
provided on the Power Set Module for future expansion, but is not implemented for
this version of the OWR Console.

The DIO module also reads information from pin 32, data bit 7, of port 6 for
the automatic-manual switch input. The reading is 0 for manual mode and J for au-
tomatic mode. Refer to Appendix B for the description of the DIO module, Appen-
dix D for the DIO read process C source code, and Appendix E for the DIO com-
mand reference.
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The power set thumbwheel setting is entered into the global variable con_-
pwr_set, and the automatic-manual switch read is set to the global variable con_-
mode. The value in the variable con_pwr_set is used to determine the power error
that is generated by subtracting its value from the average of the two linear level ion
chamber input values. The input from the automatic manual switch informs the pro-
gram when the operator desires to go into automatic mode or exit from automatic
mode. If the switch is moved to the automatic position and other conditions are met
the program will begin controlling control rod position automatically. If the auto-
matic conditions are not met, or if the switch is returned to the manual position, the
controller will switch back to manual.

The DIO read process reads the thumbwheels and the automatic-manual
switch twice a second. It detects a change in the automatic-manual switch immedi-
ately when read and updates the con_mode global variable. If it senses a change in
the thumbwheel positions it pauses three seconds before updating the con_pwr_set
variable and reads the thumbwheels again to ensure that the operator has had
enough time to finish setting the thumbwheels.

4.8.3 Reading and Writing to the Analog Input/Output Module
The AIO module reads linear level 1 and linear level 2 ion chamber inputs and cal-
culates the error between the average value of the two inputs and the power set val-
ue. The error is converted to a -10 to +10 output voltage which is displayed at the
console Error Display Module. Linear level 1 and 2 ion chamber instruments output
a voltage which is generated across a 20K Ohm potentiometer. Linear level 1 is read
via either a low-range signal conditioner or a high-range (X10) signal conditioner.
The low-range signal conditioner amplifies the linear level input to zero to ten volts
and is directed to channel 0 (pin 1) of the JK1 input connector of the AIO module.
The high range signal conditioner input is amplified to zero to ten volts and directed
as input to channel 3 (pin 11) of the JK1 input connector of the AIO. The AIO read
process averages the two inputs to give a consistent output value of approximately
zero to ten megawatts of reactor power. Overall normalization is provided by a
chamber shunt potentiometer normalization factor whose precise value is deter-
mined by a calorimetric power determination. The chamber shunt is an exact re-
placement of the current OWR power set circuit potentiometer. The process switch-
es from the low range signal conditioner to the high range signal conditioner at an
output value of 950 (approximately 950 KW). Linear level 2 input is read the same
way except that the low-range input is read on channel 1 (pin 5) of the JK1 input
connector, and the high-range input is read on channel 2 (pin 7) of the JK1 input
connector.

The AIO read/write process computes the average of the two neutron level
signal inputs and takes the difference between the average and the power set value
and outputs the resulting error signal to a null meter. When the error is fifty (in the
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range of zero to 5000) it reads +10 and when the error is minus fifty (in the range
of zero to minus 5000) it reads -10 V. The AIO writes to channel 0 (pin 1) of the JK2
output connector. This meter provides the operator with a visual indication of small
error signals around the power set value.

The AIO module has programmable gain. The gain for all input to the AIO
is programmed to one. The AIO is also wired to provide only unipolar input and out-
put.

The global variables set in the AIO read/write process are linear level 1 neu-
tron level input set to con_pwr_0, linear level 2 neutron level input set to con_p-
wr_l, and the average of linear level 1 and 2 inputs set to con_pwr_ave. It reads the
global variable con_pwr_set from the DIO to compute error to output to the volt
meter. The local variable, sigcon, sets the value at which the process switches from
reading the low range signal conditioners to the high range signal conditioners. AIO
read/write process reads and writes at a rate of ten times per second. This is the up-
date rate for the input neutron level signals from which the control rod movement
decisions are made.

4.8.4 Reading the Preset Indexers
The preset indexers are read by the indexer read process to obtain the absolute en-
coder positions of the control rods. It also queries the indexcr for movement status
to supply a variable to display if any of the control rods are actually moving. The
number of absolute encoder lines are read from the home position which is set to
zero on power up or reset. The absolute position of encoder n is assigned to the glo-
bal variable con_pos[«] where n takes the value 0 to 7 corresponding to rod number
1 to 8. The encoders are resolved to 4000 lines per revolution. This information is
converted to inches of rod movement in the graphics display package so the opera-
tor sees rod movement in inches of rod travel. Stepping motor motion is obtained
by asking the indexers the status of motor motion. If the motors are moving, the
con_mov_status global variable is assigned the value one (true), ana if the motors
are not moving, the con_mov_status variable is assigned the value zero (false). The
indexer read process updates the global variables ten times each second. Each in-
dexer is microprocessor driven so that read and write functions are performed over
the VME bus using the protocol supplied by the indexer manufacturer.

4.8.5 Writing to the Preset Indexers (Main Control Loop)
The control loop process uses the information gathered by the AIO and DIO to de-
termine if the control rods will move. The global variables that it sees are the aver-
age neutron level of the two linear level channels, con_pwr_ave, from the AIO; the
power set setting, con_pwr_set; and the automatic manual switch position,
con_mode, from the DIO. It also writes the global variable con_autc to indicate
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when the control loop process is in automatic mode or in manual mode. An indica-
tor on the front panel is on when the controller is in automatic mode (See Figure 16).

The control loop process consists of three inner loops. The first loop determines
when the right conditions are met to go into automatic control. The second loop
moves the control rods when the power error is out of the dead band and also drops
out of automatic mode if the power error is too large in either the positive or nega-
tive direction. The third loop waits for the operator to perform a reset of the auto-
matic/manual switch before it drops out and starts over with the first loop. While in
this third loop the Soft-Audible Alarm is set (See Figure 16) to alert the operator
that the controller has dropped out of automatic control.

The condition check loop checks and sets the following conditions ten times
a second:

1. The automatic-manual switch is placed in automatic. The con_mode global
variable provides this information.

2. The neutron level is within 100 kilowatts of the power set setting. This is ob-
tained from the con_pwr_set and con_pwr_ave global variables.

3. It sets the global variable con_auto to indicate to the rest of the world that the
controller is in manual while in this loop. If the first two conditions are met the
loop falls through to the motor move loop.

The Main Control Loop

The condition check loop. Conditions for automatic
control must be met before dropping through to the
next loop that controls rod motion.

The stepping motor move loop. If the error signal is
outside of the dead band it tells the rods to move.
If the error is too large it drops out of auto to reset,

i

1
The reset loop. This loop waits for the operator to
perform a manual reset on the automatic-manual
switch before starting over with the check loop.

( j

i
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The stepping mot r move loop provides the same checks as the condition
check loop but it sets the con_auto global variable to automatic, which has the inte-
ger value of 1. This signal indicates to the rest of the world that the system is con-
trolling in automatic.

While the previous conditions are met if the error, the difference between
the average neutron level value and the power set value, is larger than the dead
band, the control loop will indicate to the preset indexers to move the stepping mo-
tors. The control loop process will not move the stepping motors in the in direction
past the encoder absolute zero of stepping motor position. This feature prevents the
stepping motor move loop from trying to drive control rods in when they are already
at the bottom of travel. The control loop executes at a rate of five times a second. If
the previous conditions are not met the loop falls through to the reset loop.

The following dead bands are set by the deadband subroutine:

NEUTRON LEVEL BAND DEAD BAND

con_pwr_ave < 100 kilowatts 3 kilowatts
100 kilowatts =< con_pwr_ave < 500 kilowatts 5 kilowatts
500 kilowatts =< con_pwr_ave < 950 kilowatts 10 kilowatts
950 kilowatts =< con_pwr_ave < 4000 kilowatts 15 kilowatts
4000 kilowatts =< con_pwr_ave < 10000 kilowatts 20 kilowatts
10000 kilowatts =< con_pwr_ave 20 kilowatts

The predefined indexer movements are defined to be exactly equivalent to
the moves made by the present control system. The stepping motor move profiles
in automatic have the following characteristics:

Relative distance 5092 steps, 0.006 inches
Relative velocity 1852 steps/second
Relative acceleration 500000 steps/second2

This move definition moves the stepping motors in the in or the out direction
in automatic a distance of 0.006 inches and completes the move in 2.75 seconds. If
the indexers receive move commands while the stepping motor is moving they are
ignored until the present move is complete.

The reset loop checks the status of the automatic/manual switch at a rate of
ten times per second to see if the operator has performed a manual reset of the
switch by moving it to the manual position. If a manual reset has been performed,
the software returns to the condition check loop.

4.8.6 Data Output
The data that are obtained from the AIO, DIO, preset indexers, and the control loop
process are sent to the DAC serial port three a second by the print data process. This
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information is gathered by the Sun workstation and displayed. It also can be stored
as a file on hard disc or magnetic tape as an operations log of the system parameters.
The data is printed at the same rate as the graphics display updates the display
screen. Three times a second is adequate for visual display. The global variables in
the following order are written to the serial port:

1. Linear level channel 1 neutron level, con_pwrO.
2. Linear level channel 2 neutron level, con_pwrl.

3. Average neutron level, con_pwr_ave.

4. Power set, con_pwr_set.
5. Encoder position of 8 stepper motors, con_pos[fj, /=0,7.
6. The present operating mode, automatic or manual, con_mode.
7. The movement status of any stepping motor, con_move_status.
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4.9 Data Acquisition and Display

The data acquisition is accomplished with modules discussed previously in this re-
port. The data acquisition and control microprocessor controls the AIO and DIO
modules sampling the data and then sends control signals to the preset indexers and
data to the serial port on the DAC. The Sun station initializes serial port TTYA and
reads the data on that port, processes some of the data and then sends all of the data
to the graphics display package. The data flow is represented in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Data acquisition and display flow diagram.
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4.9.1 Data Input and Processing
The Sun Workstation collects the data that is sent from the DAC to serial port A.
The port A read program is called dvdata.ttya.c and is found in Appendix D. The
first part of the program initializes and sets the characteristics of serial port A. The
data is read as it is sent. The program then computes an error signal by taking the
difference of the average neutron level and the power set value. It computes a reac-
tor period using a running average of five seconds worth of data or ten data sets and
uses the last data point to compute the period for an elapsed time of 2.5 seconds or
the center of the running average. It also converts the absolute encoder position to
inches of control rod travel.
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The control rod position uses the number of stepping motor revolutions, a
reduction gear ratio, and the pitch diameter of the pinion gear on the rack and pinion
drive assembly to calculate travel in inches:

Control Rod Position = (encoder lines/(4000 * 160)) * 4.7124 inches

There are 4000 lines per revolution of the stepping motor, a gear ratio of
160:1, and a pinion gear pitch diameter of 1.500 inches, which gives an effective
pinion gear circumference of 4.7124 inches.

The serial port read program writes to the stdout device information in the
following order:

Linear level 1 channel neutron level, t. (kilowatts)
Linear level 2 channel neutron level, u. (kilowatts)
Average neutron level, v. (kilowatts)
Power set, w. (kilowatts)
Control rod positions, pos[i], /=0,7. (inches)
Power error, x. (kilowatts)
Automatic manual flag, r. (0 or 1)
Reactor period, pd. (seconds)
Control rod movement flag, m. (0 or 1)
Equivalent power, kilowatts, (kilowatts)

The serial port read program is executed by the graphics display package
when it is executed. The graphics display package is designed to read these vari-
ables in exactly the same order as listed here.

4.9.2 Graphics Display Program
The graphics display program when executed automatically starts the serial port
read program, a real time read program. The real time read program is found in Ap-
pendix D. The screen updates three times a second to display the data as sent by the
DAC of the development station.

A total of four screens can be called by placing the cursor on the buttons on
the right hand of the screen and pushing the mouse button. Figure 7 below shows
the main display screen and the button arrangement on the left hand side. The screen
shows the present time, power, error, period, rod position, whether or not the rods
are moving, and if a rod is up (above twenty inches). The other display screens em-
phasize control rod position, power error, and power and are shown in Appendix F.
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Figure 7 A diagram of the main display screen of the development station.
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4.10 Safety Analysis

4.10.1 Neutron Level Signal Stability
The neutron level signal from the linear level ion chamber channels has a range of
0 to 1.00 Volts corresponding to 0 - 10 MW. The low-range and high-range signal
conditioners have ranges of 0-0.100 volts and 0 -1.00 volts respectively. The lim-
iting condition in resolving the neutron level signal is the inherent stability of the
signal conditioners, which are stable to only 0.1% of span. The low-range signal
conditioners have noise that is ±100 microvolt, and the high-range signal condition-
ers have noise that is ±1 millivolts. The lowest resolvable neutron level change is at
about 10 kilowatts of reactor power, corresponding to an indication of about 1 mil-
livolt. The signal noise attributed to the control system is about 10% of the signal at
ten kilowatts or equivalent to one kilowatt. The signal conditioners shift from the
low-range signal conditioners to the high-range signal conditioners at an ion cham-
ber signal of 950 kilowatts. At this level noise attributed to the control system is±l
millivolts. This noise level is about 1% of the signal at 950 kilowatts or equivalent
to about ±10 kilowatts. At eight megawatts the ion chamber instrument signal is
about 0.800 volts and the signal noise is then only about 0.2% of the signal.
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The signal noise is the limiting condition for setting the dead band for reac-
tor control. Below a signal strength corresponding to 950 kilowatts the dead band
can be no smaller than ±1 kilowatt, and above 950 kilowatts it can be no smaller
than ±10 kilowatts. Figure 8 and Figure 9 are plots of actual reactor neutron level at
ten kilowatts and eight megawatts. The control system will be able to control reactor
power within ±1 kilowatt at ten kilowatts and within ±6 kilowatts at eight mega-
watts. The present control system controls within ±15 kilowatts at eight megawatts
of reactor power.

Figure 8 A plot of the neutron level signal at ten kilowatts.
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Figure 9 A plot of the neutron level signal at eight megawatts.
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4.10.2 Safety Interlocks
The same safety interlocks are designed into the new controller as presently exist
on the OWR control system. The OWR safety circuit is independent of the control
system.

4.10.3 Reactivity Change

The new system is designed to change reactivity in exactly the same manner as the
present OWR control system. In the event the stepping motors rotate at the maxi-
mum possible rate of 21.846 revolutions per second (actually measured under a no
load condition), they are prevented from exceeding the maximum allowed reactiv-
ity insertion rate by the 160:1 reduction gears that drive the rack and pinion drives
and by the manual control rod drive interlock that allows only one control rod at a
time to be withdrawn in manual. When the stepping motors are running at 21.846
revolutions per second the output shaft of the rack and pinion drive is rotating at
8.175 revolutions per minute which is a control rod speed of 0.643 inches per sec-
ond or 38.58 inches per minute. The measured differential worth of eight control
rods at the most reactive position in the reactor core is 0.01 Ak/k (reactivity) per
inch. The technical specification limit of 0.0012 Ak/k per second is for one control
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Safety Analysis

rod in manual. This allows 0.01 Ak/k per inch x 0.643 inches per second = 0.00643
Ak/k per second maximum for eight rods or:
0.00643 Ak/k per second / 8 rods = 0.0008 Ak/k per second maximum for one rod.

4.11 Diagnostics and Troubleshooting

A Watchdog Timer is used to monitor software function of the OWR Controller.
The software is broken into process modules each running independently of the oth-
er. Each process has a software controlled watchdog timer associated with it. By
knowing the timer association one can usually pinpoint the code segment which
may have faulted when a timer times-out. The usual cause of a code or program fail-
ure is failure of some hardware to respond to a software command. For example,
commands are given to the preset indexers to move a stepping motor and the preset
indexer performs a "handshake" with the controller to pass the command between
the two. If the preset indexer is faulty, then the controller will wait forever for the
indexer to respond, the watchdog timer will not get reset, and the timer will alarm.

The following table gives the timer functions and probable hardware fail-
ures which might result in timer time-outs:

TIMER

TIMER]

TIMER2

TIMER3

TIMER4

TIMER5

TIMER6

TIMER7

TIMER8

PROCESS

Control Loop

AIO_Read_Write

Indexer_Read

DIO_Read

Diagnostic_Loop

Main

Main

-

PROBABLE CAUSE

No hardware; data not being updated
by some other loop.

AIO; failure to read or write the Xy-
com-540 module.

Indexer; failure to read the absolute
encoder position or move status.

DIO; failure to read digital inputs
from Xycom-240 module.

Watchdog timer; failure to read the
watchdog timer.

Controller requires reset - the control-
ler has not been initialized.

Controller is in reset process.

Unused.
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CHAPTER s IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN

5.1 Operator Training

The new system was designed to give the reactor operators the same indications and
exact control methods that they are familiar with. There will be no changes in op-
erating procedures. The operators will use the development station to become fa-
miliar with the new system before installation to verify that the control methods and
indications are the same.

The maintenance of the new system will be new because it is all completely dig-
ital. However, after the new system is installed, the development station will pro-
vide a ready source of spare parts and a calibration and trouble shooting assembly.
The reactor operators will be thoroughly trained on maintenance and calibration of
the new system before installation.

5.2 Conversion to Actual System

Before the new system is actually installed on the Omega West Reactor each control
rod channel will be tested to ensure proper operation. The entire system can be test-
ed in place before the actual conversion. The new stepper motors are mounted on a
new base plate which will be moved to the reactor top and tested before replacing
the existing drive motors and base plate. Because all testing will be done in place,
the actual conversion can take place in less than one day.
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After the control hardware is tested and calibrated, power will be brought up
manually to ten kilowatts and the automatic control feature will be tested to ensure
that rod velocity and distance are correct and the dead bands for the various control
ranges are correct. A detailed test plan will be submitted to the OWR Committee
who will review operation and test results.
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CHAPTER 6 SUMMARY AND

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Advantages

The new controller is capable of accepting a large number of control algorithms and
providing control rod motion profiles that correspond. A development system
which has the same control solution as the present system on the OWR has been as-
sembled and tested. The new control system can be expanded to include all of the
auxiliary annunciation and display systems that are in the present reactor control
panel. It can also accept data acquisition devices directly into the VME bus for re-
actor analysis such as fast Fourier transform generators. A future project will be to
use this system to measure the reactors kinetics constants with noise analysis tech-
niques and to incorporate a new and better digital control solution.

6.2 Possible Improvements

Improvements to the system are immediately obvious: by adding more process vari-
able inputs to the controller, system performance can be better monitored. The con-
troller could then be programmed to check system performance against expected
values of the inputs and to calculate and test limiting conditions, energy balances,
and similar operational levels or constraints.
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Appendix A Controller Hardware

The OWR Controller is shown schematically in Figure 10. All commercially avail-
able hardware are specified in Appendix B. In addition, Appendix B gives all VME
module connector pin-outs and strappable configurations. System hardware inter-
connections and digital input and output modules which have been assembled for
the controller are presented here. The OWR Controller Development Station (see
Figure 11) is nearly identical to the OWR Controller but allows software to be
downloaded from the SUN Workstation for testing and evaluation.
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Figure 10 OWR Digital Controller block diagram.
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Figure 11 OWR Digital Controller Development Station block diagram.
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Controller Hardware

A.1 Rod Drive Chassis

The Rod drive chassis is fabricated using Euro-Card modular components available
from ELMA Electronics, Inc., 4i440 Christy Street, Fremont, CA 94538. The chas-
sis is a dual half-height 19" rack mountable card cage with a special backplane for
9 modules. The Chassis layout is shown in Figure 12. The first slot is designed to
receive the Drive Master Module. The eight other positions receive Rod Drive
Modules. The Master Module accepts an address which it decodes to cause the ap-
propriate Rod Drive Module to respond (FOLLOW) to rod position information on
the backplane data lines. The backplane is made using Insulation Displacing Con-
nectors (IDC). The chassis has connectors which allow it to be connected to the
Controller DIO, the Preset Indexers, and to the Rod Down and Couple switches.
Figure 13 shows the backplane connector layout and Figure 14 and Figure 15 show
the backplane schematic. The chassis provides +5VDC for powering the modules
and their displays.
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Rod Drive Chassis

Figure 14 Rod Drive Chassis backplane bus connections.
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Rod Drive Chassis

A.1.1 Master Module

The Master module resides in the first slot of the Rod Drive Chassis (Upper Left).
The Master module decodes three address lines (Port 7, Data 0,1, and 3) into a rod
number (0 - 7) and selects that rod's position display. The FOLLOW data line (Port
7, Data 4) causes the addressed Module (rod number) to latch the binary coded dec-
imal value of rod position which is written to the data lines into the rod display. In
addition, the Master Module provides three switch inputs, ALL_RODS_IN,
AUTO/MAN, and TEST/INIT and one light output and a software alarm.

Figure 16 Master Module simplified schematic and front panel layout.
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Controller Hardware

A.1.2 Rod Drive Module
Eight identical Rod Drive Modules, shown in Figure 17, are utilized in the system;
two spare units are used in the Development Station. The Rod Drive Modules pro-
vide a 4-digit display of rod position which provides the same readout precision that
has always been available at the OWR, and have two rod drive switches which feed
to the Auxiliary input of the Preset Indexers for manual control of the corresponding
control rod. Rod Down and Couple indications are provided on the module. Inter-
locks are hardwired on the module boards (see Figure 17)and on the rod drive chas-
sis (See Figure 15) to allow only one rod to be manually moved at a time. The in-
terlock signal is a +5 VDC logic level which is daisy-chained from Interlock-Out of
one module to Interlock-In of the next, thereby removing interlock logic from all
switches past the one switch which is depressed. The same interlock gives priority
to the ROD_IN switch to always overrides the ROD_OUT. If both switches are ac-
tuated, then the rod will be driven into the core (i.e. LOWERED).
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Rod Drive Chassis

Figure 17 Rod Drive Module simplified schematic.
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A.2 Digital Input and Display Chassis

The Digital Input and Display Chassis is a single high (3U) Euro-Card compatible
enclosure which is mounted in a 19-inch rack mount. It is designed to be mounted
directly above the Rod Drive Chassis. No backplane or power is provided for this
unit since most of the modules are passive units (i.e. the modules contain only
switches or meters). Where possible, DIN connectors are mounted on the chassis to
mate with plug-in modules.
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Controller Hardware

A.2.1 Power Set Module
The power set module contains two sets of thumbwheels. One set is used in exactly
the same way that the old servo control system at the OWR uses the Power Demand
Set voltage divider box. The second set of thumbwheels is not implemented in the
current design. The demand power level of the reactor is entered into the thumb-
wheels directly in kilowatts. The Power Set Module is built into a plug removable
3U by 2IT EuroCard frame size. The module is schematically shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18 Power Set Module block diagram.
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A.2.2 Error Signal Display Module
The error signal generated by the OWR Controller is output as a 0-10 VDC analog
output from the Analog Input/Output Module in the console VME crate. The signal
is DC offset by 5 volts (i.e. a signal of 5 volts represents zero power error). Maxi-
mum and minimum error deflections (10 VDC and 0 VDC) correspond to maxi-
mum and minimum deadband settings which are automatically set by the controller
software depending on the power level. The Error Display Module is shown in Fig-
ure 19.
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Rod Drive Chassis

Figure 19 Error Signal Display Module schematic.
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A.2.3 Audible Alarm Module
The Watchdog Timer Module (Xycom XVME-293) outputs eight independent
hardware generated time-out signals. The software initializes the timer and then
must continually reset each of the timers in order to prevent the alarm signals from
being generated. The Alarm Module displays the state of those signals and gener-
ates a single audible alarm if any one of those is set. A cable from the P2 connector
on the Watchdog Timer module (See Table 8, section B.8 on page 86) connects to
the back of the module. The block diagram of the module is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 Audible Alarm Module block diagram.
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A.3 Interconnections

System interconnections are made mostly with mass cable interconnections. Most
use flat ribbon conductors with insulation displacing connectors which are press fit
to the cable ends. These type of interconnections are highly reliable and more im-
portantly, are free of interconnection miswirings. Cable interconnections which
make up the motor drive subsystem are shown in Figure 21. Figure 22 shows the
remaining console interconnections.
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Figure 21 Motor drive subsystem interconnection cables and connectors.
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Figure 22 Console Input/Output interconnections.
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A.3.1 Console to Reactor Top Cabling
Figure 23 shows the required cables from the console to the reactor top. Sixty-four
twisted pairs are required to connect the backplane of the VME bus in the control
room to the VME bus backplane at the reactor top (See Figure 10). Also required
are conductors for the manual rod drive and for down and couple contacts. Ail of
these conductors are carried to the reactor top through a newly installed conduit and
cable tray which contains only signal cables.
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Controller Hardware

A.3.2 Point-to-Point Adapter
Cable interconnections between the console Rod Drive Chassis (manual Jog sig-
nals) and motor limit switch contacts to the eight Preset Indexer VME modules is
accomplished with point wire modules manufactured by Phoenix Connectors, Inc.
The modules are rail mounted and have ribbon cable headers or 25-Pin D recepta-
cles with connections to individual wire terminator blocks. Nine Phoenix connec-
tors are mounted together to make-up the adapter which is shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24 Point-to-Point Adapter schematic.
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Rod Drive Chassis

A.3.3 Down Limit Relay Module
The Down Limit Relay Module is mounted on the stepper motor driver plate in
close proximity to the eight stepper motor drivers. The "top-hat" down limit switch-
es which are mounted on each stepper motor mounting plate close the input circuit
to OAC-5 Solid State Relays. For redundant operation two switches are mounted in
series and activated by a spring-loaded actuator which is mounted to the control rod
rack. There are eight relays which supply AC power to the individual driver mod-
ules. The solid state relays are mounted in two Potter and Brumfield Model 21O4B
mounting boards. If the drive motors are driven in the downward direction far
enough to actuate the "top-hats," power is removed from the motor driver. Since
this action is safety feature designed to prevent rack and pinion damage, operator
intervention is required to restore power to the motor.

A.3.4 Redundant Rod Position Circuits
Independent rack and sprocket gear drives are mounted on each of the eight control
rod racks which drive precision 10-turn potentiometers to provide redundant rod
position indication. The sprocket gears which are mounted directly to the potenti-
ometer shaft have 26 teeth and are 1/10 circular pitch gears. One full revolution of
the gear corresponds to 2.600-inches of travel of the control rod. The potentiome-
ters are Beckman Model 7286R1KL.25 1000 ohm potentiometers with 0.257c lin-
earity which allow the rod position to be determined at any point from 0 to 26-inch-
es of withdrawal to better than 0.1-inch. A 26-volt reference voltage is placed
across the potentiometers and the wiper voltage is returned to the console. Console
readout is provided directly in inches (1 volt/inch) for any of the control rods.

A.4 ORC Drawing Index

All hardware fabricated for the controller are documented in OWR Laboratory se-
ries drawings. These drawings are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 below.
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Table 1 ORC Electrical Drawings

Series
2Y-53296

Sheet Number
C-60

C-61

C-62

C-63

C-64

C-65

C-66

C-67

D-68

Title
ORC Stepping Motor Junction Box

ORC Switch Module

ORC Rod Drive System Unit

ORC Master Module

ORC Null Meter Module

ORC Power Set Module

ORC Shunt Module

ORC Audible Alarm Module

ORC Digital Console Block Diagram

Table 2 ORC Mechanical Drawings

Series
2Y-252606

Sheet Number
D-l

D-2

D-3

D-4

C-5

C-6

C-7

C-8

C-9

D-10

C-ll

C-12

C-13

C-14

C-15

C-16

Title
ORC Stepping Motor Mounting Plate (UPPER)

ORC Stepping Motor Mounting Plate (LOWER)

ORC Stepping Motor Mounting Plate Spacer

ORC Stepping Motor Driver Mounting Plate

ORC Stepping Motor Mount

ORC Stepping Motor Junction Box

ORC Limit Switch Mount

ORC Top Hat Limit Switch Mount

ORC Spur Gear

ORC Switch Module

ORC Rod Drive System Unit

ORC Master Module

ORC Null Meter Module

ORC Power Set Module

ORC Shun! Module

ORC Audible Alarm Module
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Appendix B Hardware Specifications

B.1 Sun-3110 Workstation Specification

The Sun-3/1 JO is a high performance color graphics workstation manufactured by
Sun Microsystems, Inc., 2550 Garcia Avenue, Mountain View, CA. 94043. The
Sun-3/110 features are:

1. 16.67 MHz MC68020 CPU.

2. 16.67 MHz MC68881 floating point coprocessor.

3. 4 Megabytes of main memory.

4. 256 Kilobytes of virtual address per process.

5. 19 inch color monitor with 1152 x 900 resolution.

6. 256 simultaneously displayed colors.

7. 32-bit VME bus.

8. 3-slot card cage.

9. 71 Megabyte hard disk with a 60 Mbyte 1/4 inch cartridge back-up tape.

10. 71 Megabyte expansion disc.

11. Unix operating system.

12. Two RS-423 serial ports. RS-232 compatible.
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B.2 Model PT-VME 902A 32-Bit Repeater

The PT-VME 902A is a 32-bit VME bus Repeater manufactured by Performance
Technologies Inc., 435 West Commercial Street, East Rochester, NY, 14445. The
host pc board is placed in slot 3 of the Sun-3's backplane. All jumpers from this
backplane position are removed. The second or non-host pc board of the repeater is
placed in slot one of the master VME crate. The VME crate also has all jumpers
from the backplane removed for slot one.

The PT-VME 902A was installed as configured from the factor}'. The following
figures show how the repeater is set up for installation. Figure 25 and Figure 26
show the locations of the various switches and jumpers and their configuration on
the board. The PI and P2 connectors are on every board. These are the VME back-
plane connectors.

The repeater has the following features:

1. Buffered interface that supplies drive for an additional, full capacity VME
bus load configuration.

2. Master/slave timing compensation. VME bus A32, D32 compatible.

3. Bidirectional seven level VME bus interrupt channel.

4. VME bus system controller functions including a bus access time-out mon-
itor on the non-host side of the repeater.

5. Supports both "star" and "daisy chain" configurations for multiple VME
bus card-cage systems.

6. Supports a software controlled isolation for independent card-cage opera-
tion and a switch controlled isolation for independent card-cage powering
down.

7. Conforms to VME bus specification, revision C. 1.

8. Consists of two 32 bit VME bus interface boards with six interconnect ca-
bles. (Twenty feet long absolute maximum.)

The one feature that makes this repeater useful for this application is the front
switch isolation on the non-host board in the VME chassis. This allows processes
executed in the non-host VME chassis to run interrupts without affecting the Sun
by isolating it with the switch after loading the software into static RAM. This fea-
ture is used for software development. The repeater will not be used in the system
installed on OWR because the software will be loaded into EPROM and installed
on the independent processor board.
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Model PT-VME 902A 32-Blt Repeater

Figure 25 PT-VME 902A host PCB configuration location.
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Figure 26 PT-VME 902A non-host PCB configuration location.
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Model VMIVME-Repeat L-45 VME Bus Long Line Repeater Link

B.3 Model VMIVME-Repeat L-45 VME Bus Long Line Repeater
Link

The repeater link is a two board set which allows VME bus slave input/output mod-
ules residing in one VME bus chassis to be controlled by a VME bus master resid-
ing in another chassis. A master VME bus chassis can communicate with several
slave chassis by using multiple links. The links are software transparent and can ex-
tend up to 2000 feet. The pc board in the host chassis can occupy any slot with all
jumpers removed in the VME bus backplane for that slot. The backplane must have
jumpers for each empty slot between slot one and the slot with the link. The pc
board in the non-host chassis must occupy slot one. The link features are:

1. Supports up to 2000-foot cables.

2. Differential line drivers and receivers provide ±7 volt noise rejection.

3. Supports all seven interrupt levels.

4. Allows expansion to 19 x 19 slots using 20-slot backplanes in a star config-
uration.

5. Supports eight and sixteen bit data transfers.

6. Supports sixteen and twenty four bit addressing.

7. Supports VME bus slaves on a "slave only" VME bus.

The link has only one jumper bank that sets the length of the connecting cables.
The jumper is placed on T2 corresponding to cable lengths of 11 to 391 feet and a
delay time of 125 nanoseconds with 10% skew.

B.4 MVME 105 Single Board Computer

The MVME 105 is a 24-bit address and 16-bit data single board computer (SBC)
manufactured by Motorola. The SBC incorporates a MC68010 (10 MHz) micropro-
cessor. The unit interfaces with the VME bus, and includes 512 Kilobytes of on-
board dual ported memory, two serial ports, one parallel/printer port, and four on-
board sockets supporting various RAM and EPROM devices. Figure 27 is a dia-
gram of the jumper and switch locations for the MVME 105.

The main features of the SBC are:

1. MC68010 (10 MHZ) virtual memory microprocessor.

2. VME bus interface with standard 24-bit address and 16-bit data.

3. 512 kilobytes of zero wait state DRAM shared with the VME bus.
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4. Memory mappable on 512 Kilobyte boundaries (from 0x000000 to OxEF-
FFFF) on the VME bus.

5. Memory mappable at either 0x000000 or 0xE80000 locally.

6. One multiprotocol serial port with multidrop capabilities on connector P2.

Table 3 is a list of jumper configurations that are made on the MVME105 for
this project. Factory set jumpers that cannot be changed by the user are not listed.

The Single Board Computer (SBC) must function as the VME bus System Con-
troller. The SBC resides in slot 1 of the VME Crate (left most slot) and provides
System Controller functions, including a system clock, single level bus arbiter, bus
timer, and reset generator. Configuration of a module requires that the SBC jumpers
be properly placed, the proper EPROMS installed, and that the DIP-type switches
on the board be properly set.

B.4.1 EPROM Installation
The master SBC should have the latest version of ORC software installed. Software
is generated from the file orc.c in the directory vmelorc_8 using the make com-
mand,

% make o r e rom.

The output load image, XINU.out, is frequently moved to ORC.out,

% mv XINU.out ORC.out,

and the load image is loaded into the Stag PROM programmer,

% programmer ORC.out I putprcg.

The load image is programmed into 27256 or 27C256 EPROMS with 200 ns or
shorter read cycle time specification. The EPROMs are installed in U56 and U63
sockets on the board. ROM Size Select jumper (J6) should have the jumper pin be-
tween J6-1 and J6-2, for 32K x 8 (256K bit) devices.

B.4.2 Jumper Settings
Factory settings are used for all jumpers except J6, and J12 (See Table 2-1 in the

Single Board Computers User's Manual, Motorola MVME10X/DI1).

1. MVME10X (MVME104/105/106/107; SERIES OF SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS US-
ER'S MANUAL.Liierature Disrubuiion Center 616 West 24th Street. Tempe. AZ 85282.
MVME10X/D1 June )987
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B.4.2.1 ROM Size Select (J6)
Jumper setting for OWR Digital Controller 32K x 8 bit devices (27256, 27C256).

J6

I

Jumper setting for Development Station with 105-Bug PROM (27512).

J6

I

B.4.2.2 SYSFAIL Interrupt Enable (J12)

SYSFAIL interrupts should be disabled.

J12
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B.4.3 Switch Settings

B.4.3.1 Model Byte Switch S3

Switch S3 is a software accessible board status register on the MVME105 SBC. It
is used to relay to the software which rod drive units are present in the hardware
configuration. Current software is configured for eight rod drive units. The rod
drives are manipulated by the driver, indexer.c. The rod drive units are INDEXO
through INDEX7 (See Configuration in vme/orc_8/con). Rather than having to re-
configure the Xinu system every time a different number of indexers and rod drive
motors is used or tested, the driver looks to the model byte register to determine
whether to initialize a particular driver.

OWR Controller
Switch S3

0 = ON (closed)
1 = OFF (open)

INDEX7 enable

INDEX6 enable

INDEX5 enable

INDEX4 enable

INDEX3 enable

INDEX2 enable

INDEX 1 enable

INDEXO enable

Development Station

Switch S3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

. . " V "
0 = ON (closed)
1 = OFF (open)

INDEX 1 enable

INDEXO enable
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B.4.3.2 Address Mapping and Configuration Switch S4

Switch S4 is used to map the local memory and the CSR to the VME bus. It is also
used to select system controller function and to cause local memory to be accessed
at 0x000000. The local memory appears on the VME bus starting at location
(Hexadecimal) 0x8 0 0000, and it's Control and Status Register (CSR) at 0x0 8 0 0
in the VME bus Short I/O address space (addressed at 0xFF0800 on the
MVME 105). These addresses are arbitrary. Any changes in address must be record-
ed in the Xinu configuration file, con/Configuration.

Switch S4

B IB I B . '
0 = ON (closed)
1 = OFF (open)

CSR Mapped to VME bus Short
I/O @ 0x0 8 0 0 (As determined by
S4-3 through S4-7)

Local Memory Mapped to VME bus
Memory® 0x800000

Local Memory Mapped to locations
0x000000 - 0x07FFFF

Enable system controller functions

The Development station is addressed identically, but the system controller
functions are disabled since the PTM-902A supplies those signals (and resides in
slot 1 of the crate).

Switch S4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

f fl I I B I H i I
0 = ON (closed)
1 = OFF (open)

Disable system controller functions
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Table 3 MVME 105 Jumper Placements

Note: Factory only jumpers are not listed.

Jumper

Jl

J2

J3

J4

J6

J7

J8

J9

Jl 1

J12

J14

J15

J16

J25

J26

J27

Usage

Bus Grant Level Select
(Level 3)

Bus Request Level Select
(Level 3)

VME bus Time-out (Enabled)

Front Panel Switch Enable
(Enabled)

ROM Size Select
(32K x 8 devices)

VME bus Interrupt Requests
(Enabled)

Auxiliary RAM/ROM Size Select

Auxiliary RAM/ROM Size Select

RS-485 Serial Port

SYSFAJJL Interrupt Enable
(Disabled)

Local Bus Time-out (Enabled)

RS-232 Serial Port Clocks

RS-232 Serial Port (To Terminal)

Auxiliary RAM Power Select
(+5V)

Optional SCSI Terminator Power

RS-232 Serial Port Clock

Placement

Jl(l-2)(5-6)(7-8)(9-ll)
(10-12)

J2(5-6)

No Jumpers

J4(l-2)

J6(l-2)

J7(l-2)(3-4)(5-6)(7-8)
(9-10)(l 1-12X13-14)

No Jumpers

No Jumpers

No Jumpers

No Jumpers

No Jumpers

No Jumpers

J16(l-2)(3-4)(5-6)(7-8)
(9-10)0 1-13)(12-14)

J25(l-2)

No Jumpers

No Jumpers
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Figure 27 MVME 105 Processor Card Configuration Location.
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B.5 VME7205 Static RAM Module

The VME7205 static RAM module is a 256 Kilobyte battery backed CMOS mem-
ory board manufactured by Mizar Inc. It uses 8k by 8 static RAM chips. The batter-
ies used on the board for data retention are 3V lithium coin type. When the board is
used with a Motorola 68000 microprocessor where only 16 bit transfers occur, it
switches between two memory banks for consecutive word transfers. The
VME7205 is designed so it decodes addresses when the address modifier codes are
39, 3A, 3D, and 3E. The board will respond to these codes in either byte, word, or
long word formats. The board is configured for 8k by 8 static RAM chips
(CDM6264) with jumpers on pin sets 1-2, for jumpers Kl, K2, K4, and K6. Jumper
K2 has jumpers on pin sets 2-3,5-6, and 8-9. Jumper K5 and K7 select the base ad-
dress of the board and whether or not it will decode 32 bit addresses. Because we
are using 24 bit addresses jumper block K5 is left unjumpered and jumpers are
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placed on K7 as shown in Figure 28. This board is only used on the Development
Station.

Figure 28 VME7205 Static RAM Jumper Configuration

Kl, K2, K4 K6 1 H - H 3 1 K2
2--3

8--9

K5 BASE ADDRESS SELECT
BINARY JUMPER

BANK
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GND

GND

GND

GND

GND
GND

GND

GND

GND

A31

A30

A29

A28

All

A26

A25
A24

A16

A17in

A16in

AW-

A&-

A20

A23

A17

A17

A16

-6ND

•6ND
A2S--GND

GND

GND

GND

Hexadecimal base address 900000

B.6 XVME-540 Analog I/O Module

The XVME-540 Analog I/O Module is manufactured by XYCOM, 750 North Ma-
ple Road, Saline, Michigan, 48176. It is a VME bus compatible module capable of
performing both analog to digital and digital to analog conversions, with 12 bit res-
olution. The AIO is configured to provide 32 single ended channels, with three
ranges of programmable gain, and four programmable input sampling modes. It
provides four output channels, with each channel configured for voltage output.
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The 32 single ended analog input channels each receive a unipolar zero to ten
voit signal from the signal conditioning modules and the analog to digital converter
performs a straight binary conversion. When the module is powered up or reset it
loads all logic zeros into the converters. The input gain range is set for this applica-
tion for gain range 1 (1, 2, 5,10). Thus the gain can be programmed for 1, 2,5, or
10 for each channel. The maximum input voltage to each channel is 44 volts when
the module is powered up and 30 volts with power off. Figure 29 shows the jumper
and switch configurations for this application.

The four analog output channels are each configured to supply a unipolar zero
to ten volt output. They are configured to convert straight or offset binary to an an-
alog voltage. The output channels can supply a maximum current of five milliam-
peres at ten volts.

The analog input and output connectors, JK1 and JK2, are accessible on the
front panel of the board. JK1 is a 50 pin header which contains all of the analog in-
put connections. Connector JK2 is a 34 pin header which contains all of the analog
output connections. JK1 connects directly with the signal conditioning modules
with a 50 pin connector to accept zero to ten volts on the first sixteen channels. Ta-
ble 4 and Table 5 show the pin configuration.
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Table 4 (AIO) JKl Input Connector Pin List.

Pin Sineie-Ended
1 Channel 0
2 Channel 8
3 Analog Ground
4 Channel 9
5 Channel 1
6 Analog Ground
7 Channel 2
8 Channel 10
9 Analog Ground
10 Channel 11
11 Channel 3
12 Analog Ground
13 Channel 4
14 Channel 12
15 Analog Ground
16 Channel 13
17 Channel 5
18 Analog Ground
19 Channel 6
20 Channel 14
21 Analog Ground
22 Channel 15
23 Channel 7
24 Analog Ground
25 Channel 16

Controller Function
Linear Level #1 Input (0 -1.000 volt 3B Module)

Linear Level #2 Input (0 -1.000 volt 3B Module)

Linear Level #1 Input (0 - 0.100 volt 3B Module)

Linear Level #2 Input (0 - 0.100 volt 3B Module)
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(AIO) JKl Input Connector Pin List (Table 4 Cont.)

Pin Single-Ended Controller Function
26 Channel 24
27 Analog Ground
28 Channel 25
29 Channel 17
30 Analog Ground
31 Channel 18
32 Channel 26
33 Analog Ground
34 Channel 27
35 Channel 19
36 Analog Ground
37 Channel 20
38 Channel 28
39 Analog Ground
40 Channel 29
41 Channel 21
42 Analog Ground
43 Channel 22
44 Channel 30
45 Analog Ground
46 Channel 31
47 Channel 23
48 Analog Ground
49 Power Ground
50 External Trigger
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Table 5 (AlO) JK2 Output Connector Pin List

Pin Description

1 Channel 0 Vout
3 Anaiog Ground
5 Channel 1 Vout
6 Analog Ground
7 Channel 2 Vout
9 Analog Ground
11 Channel 3 Vout
12 Analog Ground
15 Analog Ground
18 Analog Ground
21 Analog Ground
24 Analog Ground
27 Channel 0 Iout+
28 Channel 0 Iout-
29 Channel 1 Iout-
30 Channel 1 Iout+
31 Channel 2 Iout+
32 Channel 2 Iout-
33 Channel 3 Iout-
34 Channel 3 Iout+

Controller Function

Error Signal Output (±10VDC)

Note: All other pins are not connected.
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Figure 29 XVME-540 AlO jumper and switch configuration.
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B.7 XVME-240 Digital I/O Module

The XVME-240 Digital I/O Module is manufactured by XYCOM, 750 North Ma-
ple Road, Saline, Michigan, 48176. It provides VME bus systems with 80 TTL-lev-
el I/O channels. The I/O channels are arranged to provide eight byte wide bidirec-
tional I/O ports, eight interrupt input lines, and eight flag output lines. Each bidirec-
tional port can be programmed to either input or output data. The eight interrupt
input lines can be used in conjunction with the module interrupt masking and han-
dling capabilities to generate a VME bus interrupt on any level. Figure 30 shows the
jumper and switch configurations for this application. Table 6 and Table 7 are pin
descriptions of the JK1 and JK2 connectors on the front panel of the DIO.
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Figure 30 XVME-240 Digital I/O Configuration Location
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Table 6 (DIO) JK1 Input Connector Pin List

Pin port

1 0 DataO
2 0 Data 1
3 0 Data 2
4 0 Data 3
5 0 Data 4
6 0 Data 5
7 0 Data 6
8 0 Data 7
9 Interrupt Bit 0
10 Flag Output Bit 0
11 Ground
12 Ground..
13 1 DataO
14 1 Data 1
15 1 Data 2
16 1 Data 3
17 1 Data 4
18 1 Data 5
19 1 Data 6
20 1 Data 7
21 Interrupt Bit 1
22 Flag Output Bit 1
23 Ground
24 Ground

Controller Function

Input:
Input:
Input:
Input:
Input:
Input:
Input:
Input:

Power set.
Power set.
Power set.
Power set.
Power set.
Power set.
Power set.
Power set.

Digit 0(0x01)
Digit 0 (0x02)
Digit 0 (0x04)
Digit 0 (0x08)
Digit 1 (0x01)
Digit 1 (0x02)
Digit 1 (0x04)
Digit 1 (0x08)

Input:
Input:
Input:
Input:
Input:
Input:
Input:
Input:

Power set.
Power set.
Power set.
Power set.
Power set.
Power set.
Power set.
Power set.

Digit 2
Digit 2
Digit 2
Digit 2
Digit 3
Digit 3
Digit 3
Digit 3

(0x01)
(0x02)
(0x04)
(0x08)
(0x01)
(0x02)
(0x04)
(0x08)
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JK1 Input Connector Pin List (Continued)

Pin Port

25 2 DataO
26 2 Data 1
27 2 Data 2
28 2 Data 3
29 2 Data 4
30 2 Data 5
31 2 Data 6
32 2 Data 7
33 Interrupt Bit 2
34 Flag Output Bit 2
35 Ground
36 Ground..
37 3 DataO
38 3 Data 1
39 3 Data 2
40 3 Data 3
41 3 Data 4
42 3 Data 5
43 3 Data 6
44 3 Data 7
45 Interrupt Bit 3
46 Flag Output Bit 3
47 Ground
48 Ground
49 Ground
50 Ground

Controller Function

unused
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Table 7 (DIO) JK2 Input Connector Pin List

Pir

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

i Port

4 DataO
4 Data 1
4 Data 2
4 Data 3
4 Data 4
4 Data 5
4 Data 6
4 Data 7
Interrupt Bit 4
Flag Output Bit 4
Ground
Ground ..
5 DataO
5 Data 1
5 Data 2
5 Data 3
5 Data 4
5 Data 5
5 Data 6
5 Data 7
Interrupt Bit 5
Flag Output Bit 5
Ground
Ground

Controller 1

Output:
Output:
Output:
Output:
Output:
Output:
Output:
Output:

Output:
Output:
Output:
Output:
Output:
Output:
Output:
Output:

Rod
Rod
Rod
Rod
Rod
Rod
Rod
Rod

Rod
Rod
Rod
Rod
Rod
Rod
Rod
Rod

Function

Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.

Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.
Position Display.

Digit 0(0x01)
Digit 0
Digit 0
Digit 0
Digit 1
Digit 1
Digit 1
Digit 1

Digit 2
Digit 2
Digit 2
Digit 2
Digit 3
Digit 3
Digit 3
Digit 3

(0x02)
(0x04)
(0x08)
(0x01)
(0x02)
(0x04)
(0x08)

(0x01)
(0x02)
(0x04)
(0x08)
(0x01)
(0x02)
(0x04)
(0x08)
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(DIO) JK2 Input Connector Pin List (Continued)

Pin Port Controller Function

25 6 DataO
26 6 Data 1
27 6 Data 2
28 6 Data 3
29 6 Data 4
30 6 Data 5
31 6 Data 6
32 6 Data 7
33 Interrupt Bit 6
34 Flag Output Bit 6
35 Ground
36 Ground..
37 7 DataO
38 7 Data 1
39 7 Data 2
40 7 Data 3
41 7 Data 4
42 7 Data 5
43 7 Data 6
44 7 Data 7
45 Interrupt Bit 7
46 Flag Output Bit 7
47 Ground
48 Ground
49 Ground
50 Ground

Input: n/c
Input: n/c
Input: n/c
Input: n/c
Input: n/c
Input: n/c
Input: Test/Init Switch
Input: Auto/Man Switch

Output: Rod Display, rod number (0x01)
Output: Rod Display, rod number (0x02)
Output: Rod Display, rod number (0x04)
Output: Rod Display, FOLLOW
Output: Rod Display, LIGHT
Output: n/c
Output: n/c
Output: n/c
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B.8 XVME-293 Counter/Timer Module

A necessary ingredient of any control system is the watch-dog circuitry which al-
lows the system to detect hardware and run-rime faults which are the result of either
system slowdowns or hardware hang-ups and which result in the software "going
to sleep." A VME bus compatible counter/timer module manufactured by Xycom
is used for this purpose in the system. The Model XVME-293 Counter/Timer Mod-
ule is manufactured by XYCOM, 750 North Maple Road, Saline, Michigan, 48176.

The XVME-293 counter module has two independent counter/timer chips (See
AMD [1985]) which provide 5 counting channels each. The first four counting
channels of each chip have usable TTL output lines suitable for driving alarm cir-
cuits or annunciators and are used for watchdog timers. Table 8 summarizes the tim-
er usage. All of the timers are set to time-out in 3 seconds. Except for Lhe module

Table 8 Watchdog Timer usage.

Timer

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Usage

Main Control Loop

AIO Read Loop

Indexer Read Loop

DIO Read Loop

Timer Diagnostic Loop

Indexer Initialization

Controller Reset

Unused

Signal - P2 Output Pin

AOUTO - a-9

AOUTl-a-10

AOUT2-a-ll

AOUT3 - a-12

BOUTO-a-21

BOUT1 - a-22

BOUT2 - a-23

BOUT3 - a-24
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Model 1830 Indexer

Table 9

base address and addressing mode, all timer/counter functions and modes of oper-
ation are set by software. Table 9 shows the jumper configuration for this module.

Jumper Configuration for the XYCOM-293 Counter/Timer Module
(Watchdog Timer Module).

• • JJ Supervisory and
Non-privileged
Access

« - *

• - •
• •

• •

• •

JA10

JA11

JA12

JA13

JA14

JA15

VME base address
in Short I/O
Address Space

(FF7000)

B.9 Model 1830 Indexer

The Compumotor Model 1830 Indexer is manufactured by Compumotor Corpora-
tion, 1179 North McDowell Boulevard, Petaluma, CA, 94952.

The 1830 motor controller is a VME bus compatible preset indexer that consists
of two printed circuit cards with an Intel 8088 microprocessor, an AMD 9513
counter/timer, various circuitry and the VME bus interface. It requires a host pro-
cessor in the system to operate. It is designed to control a single motor by issuing
pulses to attain motor motion and to control the position, velocity, and acceleration
of the motor. Some motion control commands allow the use of an incremental en-
coder to monitor the motor motion and position. This feedback comes to the 1830
via the encoder connector.

The 1830 relieves the host of the tasks of controlling velocity, distance and lin-
ear acceleration parameters as well as monitoring end-of-travel limit switches and
trigger inputs. It will perform a sequence of moves and remember that sequence for
later execution upon issuance of a single command. The host may also directly con-
trol the motion algorithm to achieve sculptured acceleration profiles for applica-
tions that require contouring. All velocity, acceleration and distance parameters are
given to the motor controller in binary bytes representing numbers of pulses. This
allows the 1830 to control motors of virtually any resolution.
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Hardware Specifications

The motor controller has three connectors on the front panel. It has connectors
to the motor driver, optical encoder, and an auxiliary connector. The motor driver
and optical encoder connectors are configured as they came from the factory and
interface with motor drivers and optical encoders that are supplied by Compumotor.
The auxiliary connector receives input from the limit switches and control rod drive
motor switches. Table 10 is an auxiliary connector pin list for the motor controller.
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Model 1830 Indexer

Tabis 10 Preset Indexer Auxiliary Connector Pin List

Em
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Signal

Programmable output 2
Programmable output 1
Trigger 6
Trigger 1
JOGPOS input
JOGHI input
JOGNEG input
Trigger 5
Trigger 2
CW limit
Shield
CCW limit opto return
CCW limit
DC common
DC common
DC common
Trigger 3
Trigger 4
Shutdown in
EXT elk input
Home limit
Auxiliary connector +5 V
CW limit return
CW limit opto return
CCW limit return

Controller Function

JOGPOS* from Rod Drive Module (a-27)
JOGHI* from Master Module (c-26)
JOGNEG* from Rod Drive Module (c-27)

Down Limit Switch (N.C.) from Rod Drive

Up Limit Switch (N.C.) from Rod Drive
DC Common
DC Common

Down Limit Switch (COMMON)

UD Limit Switch (COMMON)
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Hardware Specifications

B.10 Compumotor M83-135-E Stepping Motor and Optical
Encoder

The stepping motors, motor drives, and optical encoders were purchased from
Compumotor, 1179 N. McDowell Blvd., Petaluma, CA 94952.

The stepping motors and motor drives come as compatible units and they cannot
be interchanged with other stepping motors and drives. To ensure they are connect-
ed to the right units motors and motor drives have matching serial numbers. The
stepping motors have a resolution of 25,000 steps per revolution and torque rating
of380oz-in.

The optical encoders are used independently to verify control rod position. The
number of encoder steps seen by the indexer is equal to four times the number of
encoder lines. The 1000 line encoder mounted on the stepping motor generates
4000 encoder steps for each revolution of the motor shaft.

B.11 3B and 4B Series Signal Conditioner and Alarm System

The 3B Series Signal Conditioning I/O Subsystem and 4B Series Alarm Limit Sub-
system is manufactured by Analog Devices Inc., Three Technology Way, Nor-
wood, MA, 02062-9106.

The 3B is a complete signal conditioning subsystem with a wide selection of in-
put and output modules. The four modules used directly for the control application
sense either zero to one millivolts or zero to ten millivolts from the linear level neu-
tron measuring channels. These modules provide ± 1500 volt isolation, accuracy of

±0.1%, and a low drift of l|iV/°C. They provide a zero to ten voh output signal.
They meet IEEE-STD 472 for transient voltage protection. The 3B connects direct-
ly to the XVME-540 Analog I/O Module via a 50 pin header.

The 4B provides adjustable alarm limits and a visual display of the output of the
3B modules. Each 4B module provides an accuracy of ± 0.1 %, two set points ad-
justable over 100% of the span, dead band adjustment of 0.5% to 10% of span for
each set point, two relay outputs, three digit display, high or low operation of the
two alarm set points, and local LED alarms for the set points.
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Appendix C A Listing of Xinu
Operating System Files

COMMANDS:

load_VME_mem. c
programmer.c
putprog .c

FILESERVER:

Close.c
Open.c
Seek.c
Uncache.c
buffered_pipe.c
fgetargs.c
fgetreq.c
ffinit. c
fmode.c
fs.c
fsaccess .c
fsclose.c
ffsmkdir.c
fsndrply.c
fsopen.c
fsread.c
fsrename.c

fsrmdir.c
fstrans.c
fsunlink.c
fswrite.c
openfile.c
rmfile.c

LIBRARY:

atof.c
blkcopy.c
doscan.c
dtento.c
fgets.c
fprintf.c
fputs.c
gets.c
index.c
indexer.c
libxinu.a
printf.c
puts . c
rindex.c
scanf.c

sprintf.c
strcat.c
strcmp.c
strcpy.c
strlen.c
strncat.c
strncmp.c
strncpy.c

SYSTEM:

aio.c
buffered_pipe.c
chprio.c
ckmode.c
close.c
control.c
create.c
ctxsw.s
dio.c
doprnt.c
freebuf.c
freemem.c
getbuf.c
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getc.c
getitem.c
getmem.c
getpid.c
getprio.c
getstk.c
indexer.c
init.c
insert.c
insertd.c
ioerr.c
ioinit.c
ioint.s
ionull.c

loadlow.c
mark, c
mkpool.c
newqueue.c
nullvec.s
open.c
panprint. c
poolinit.c
putc.c
queue.c
read.c
ready.c
receive.c
recvclr.c
resched.c
resume.c
rfclose.c
rfcntl.c
rfgetc.c
rfinit.c
rfio.c
rfrnkpac. c
rfopen.c
rfputc.c
rfread.c
rfseek.c
rfwrite.c

saveps.s
screate.c
sdelete.c
seek.c
send.c
signal.c
sleep.c
sleeplO.c
ssclock.c
suspend.c
unsleep.c
userret.c
wait.c
wakeup.c
write.c
xdone.c

MVME 105 SYSTEM:

clkinit.c
clkint.s
conf.c
ctxsw.s
initialize.c
kprintf.c
m68230int.c
panic.68010.s
rfalloc.c
rfsend.c
s i zmem.s
startup.s
ttycntl.c
ttygetc.c
ttyiin.c
ttyinit.c
ttyoin.c
ttyputc.c
ttyread.c
ttywrite.c
z8530int.c
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Appendix D A Listing of Software for
the ORC Controller

The following pages contain the software which executes on the MVME-105 pro-
cessor. The listings begin with the makefile which is used to build the processor
objects. Other files are in "makefile order."

The software is loaded on EPROM. The following make command is used:

% make o r e roiti
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/*
• Omega Reactor Controller - orc.c
• /

•include <kernel.h>
•include <aio.h»
•include <dio.h>
•include <indexer.h>
• include <xvme2O3 .h>
•include "ronf.h"

/* • Define Constants Used In This Program. CON_ Is Unique To This Program. • * /
/ • The Velocity. Acceleration, and Distance Constants Determine Rod Movement.

•define CON_ABS_VEL 367824 /* 367824 steps/second i s 26 inches/minute. * /
•define CON_ABS_ACCEL SOOO00 / • Acceleration (s teps/ (sec 'sec)) i s convenient.

• define CON. REL_PIST 5092 / •
• define CON_REL_VEL 1852 / •
•define CON_REL_ACCEL 500000 / '

5092 steps i s .006 inches.
1852 steps/second means the auto move i s
complete in about 2.75 seconds.

•define START_UP 0x3d /* Start continuous rod motion upward * /
• define STAP.T_DOWN 0x3e / • Start continuous rod motion downward */
•define STEP_UP 1 / • Move 'p one CON_REL_D1ST • /
• define STEP_DOWN 2 / • Hove down one CON_REL_PIST */

•define
•define
• def ine

•deline

• def ine

• de f j nfi

• dp f i ne

•define
• def ine
•define
•define
•define
• dp (j ne

• d«fine
•define

CON_MAN 0 /"Flag to set con_auto to manual**/
CON_AUTO 1 / " F l a g to set con_auto t o automatic**/
NRODS P /"Number of rods, move def in i t ion. indexer i n i t i a l i z a t i o n * * /
1N_AUTO 0x80 / " T e s t for bi t 7 for DIO read of auto man switch**/
IN_HAN 0 /"Con_mode set t o IN_HAN when not in automatic**/
FOLLOW 0x08 / " R e g i s t e r set. for rod pos i t ion panel meter**/
INTERVAL 1200 / 'Timer in terval set for countdown in 1/400 sec * /

/ • i n t e r v a l s . 400 is 1 second.*/
LIGHT 0x10 / " T u r n on bi t for l i g h t , ind ica tes automatic DIO port 7**/
TEST, INIT 0x40 / " T e s t b i t to s t a r t i n i t ia l izat ion rout ine DIO port 6**/
TIHER1
TIMER2
TIMERJ
TIMFR4
TIMRR5

/"Timer flags*

TIMER* 6
TIMF.P7 7

•define TIMEPS 8

typpdpf ir^ semaphore;
semaphore d.v.i_free; /*'Global semphores to prevent data c l o b b e t " /
ppmaphoro l nc5"?xpr_f ree;
ppmnphor^ d io . f ree ;

(rep;

M I K I S 0;

jM'1<-xjnask;
/* Actual number of active control rods */
<• M.ink of activn control lers */

int rod_num[NRODS);
int con_pwr_set = 0;
int con,pwr__ave = 0;
int con_mode = 0;
int con_pwr_0 = 0;
int con_pwr_l = 0;
int con_pos[NRODS]

int con_auto = 0;
int conjiov_status =
int con_status = 0;
ouput registers**/
struct xvme2O3 «tc =
struct am9513 *tcA;
struct am9513 «tcB;

main!)

/••Global variable, power set from thumbwheel reading**/
/"GV to pass average linear level reading**/
/•*GV to pass status of automatic manual switch"/
/••GV to pass linear level 1 AIO reading'*/
/"GV to pass linear level 2 AIO reading"/

= (0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0); /**GV, 8 rod position indications
from indexers**/

/"GV, status of auto/man from control loop**/
0; /"GV to pass if rods are moving from indexers**/
/••Bit packed variable that holds the status of all timer

(struct xvme2O3 MXVME293; /"Counter timer module**/
/ • First chip that controls four timer channels.*/
/* Second chip that controls four more channels.*/

1
D.

s*

/*• Declare processes **/
int DIO_Read() ;

int AIO_Read_Write();
int Print_Data();
int Indexer_Read();
int Control_Loop();
int Diagnost ic_Loop(),;
int Timer_Test();
int i;
int port7_data;
int reset but;
char *mbr = (char *)0xfe2001; /• HBR •/

/•* Create signal semaphores " /
data_free = screate(l);
indexer_free = screate(l);
dio_free = screate(l);
timer_free = screate(l);

/••Initialize The Counter Timer Module For 8 Channels Of Output."/

Timer_lnit();

/** Get currently active indexers from Model Byte Register **/
for(i=0; UNRODS; i»»)

if ( ' !*mbr & (l«i)) )
rod_num[nrods**) = i;

/••Initialize The Indexers To Predefined Moves.••/
printf("*d active rods: ",nrods);
forli=0; i<nrods; i*<)

printf('%d ",rod_
printf('\n");



forl i^O; i<nrods; i»*)

ci-rf in«_cont inuousjnove(index_unit (i) .
START_UP, NEGATIVE, CONJBS_VEL, CON_ABS_ACCEL) :

deline_cont inuous_move(index_unit(i) ,
START_DOWN, POSITIVE, CONJ\BS_VEL, CON_ABS_ACCEL):

define_relative_move( index_unit ( i ) ,
STEP_UP, -CON_REL_DIST. CON_REL_VEL, CON_REL_ACCEL)

def ine_relative_jnovel index_unit (i) ,
STEP_DOWN, CON_REL_DIST. CON_REL_VEL. CO

/ • • I n i t i a l i z e The DIO For Input and Output From I t ' s Port

control(PIO,
control U'lO,
control(DIO,
cont rol(DIO,
cont rol(DIO,
control(DIO,
cont rol(DIO,
control(DIO,

SET_IN, 0 ) :
SET_IN, 1) ;
SET_IN, 2 ) ;
SET_IN, 3) :
SET_OUT, A) ;
SRT_OUT, 5) ;
SET_IN, 6) ;
SET_OUT, 7) ;

/ • • S t a r t The Seperate Processes And Pass Semaphores. '*/

resumelcreatp(Diagnostic_Loop, 0x400, 20,
•diagnost ic l o o p ' . 2, data_free , t imer_ f ree l ) ;

resume(create(Print_Data, 0x400, 20, ' p r i n t data" , 1, d a t a _ f r e e ) ) ;

resume(create!Indexer_Read, 0x400, 20,
"indexer read", 4,

indexer_free, data_free, timer_f ree, dio_free)) ,•

resume(creare(DIO_Read, 0x400, 20, *dlo read", 3,
data_free , t imer_free, d i o _ f r e e | ) ;

resume(create(AIO_Read_Write, 0x400, 20,

•a io read w r i t e " , 2, data_free, t imer_f ree ) ) ;

/ • • Wait For Operator Input Before Proceeding.**/

wait( t imer_f l e e ) ;

tcB-^control ^ (SET_TOGGLE_OuT I GP3); /**Timer 7, reset i s required**/
s igna l ! t imer_frep);

wait (dio_f r<?"?) :
rosetbut = control(DIO, READ_PORT, 6):
siyn-il |dio_f roe) ,-

while! TEST.IIIIT =̂ (TEST.INIT t. reset but) I

port7_data "= LIGHT;
wait(dio_free);
resetbut = control(DIO, READ_PORT. 6);
control IDIO, WRITE_PORT, 7, port7_data) ;
s ignal(dio_[ree);
sleepl0(2);

port7_data &= -LIGHT;
wai t (d io_f ree ) ;
control(DIO, WRITE_PORT, 7, por t7_da ta ) ;
s igna l (d io_£ree ) ;

wai t ( t imer_f ree) ;
tcB->control = (CLR_TOGGLE_OUT I GP3); / " C l e a r Timer T*I

s igna l | t imer_f ree) ;

/ * • Test Of The Control ler Fa i l Timers 1 Through A.**/

resume!create(Timer_Test, 0x400, 20, "timer t e s t " , 2, data_free, t imer_free) ) ;

/ • • I n i t i a l i z a t i o n Test Of The Indexers .**/

Indexer_ In i t i a l i za t ion( indexer_ f ree , data_free, timer_free) ;

resume(create(Control_Loop, 0x400, 20,

"control loop", 3, da ta_free , indexer_free, t imer_f ree) ) ;
t t i lKgetpidO );
) /** End of main and main process dies **/

/••PROCESS: The Control Loop For Actual Rod Movement.**/

Control_Loop(data_free, indexer_free, tlmer_free)

int power, power_set;
int pos(NRODS);
int i , mode;

for(

wait(data_free);
mode s con_mode;
power = con_pwr_ave;
power_set = con_pwr_set;
con_auto = CON_MAN;
signal(data_free);

Q.
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while [!((mode 4 IN_AUTO) 44
((-100<(power-power_set))&t((power -power_set)< 100))))

o
(Q
Si

<D

I
£
D)

7
3
o

power_set)))

wait(data_free)i
power = con_pwr_ave;
power _set = con_pwr_set ,*
mode = con_mode;
signal(data_free);
wait(timer_free);
Controller_Fail(TIMER1);
signa 1 (t imer_f ree) ;
sleeplO(l);

wait(data_free);
for(i=0; itnrods; i**)

posIi] = con_pos(i ] ;
con_auto = CON_AUTO;
signal(data_free);
while ((mode & INJUTO) t s (-100< (power -

(
if (power > (power_set • deadband(poworI)I

(
for(i=0; i<nrods; i**)

lf(posli) > 0)
a_control(index_unit(i),STEP_DOWN),

)
if (power < !power_set - deadband(power)))

forli^O: i<nrods; it«)
a_control(index_unit(i),STEP_UP);

BleeplO(l) .-
wait(data_free);
power = con_pwr_ave;
power_set = con_pwr_set;
for(i=0; i<nrods; i*»)

pos I i) = con_pos t i i .-
mode = conjnode;
signal(data_free);
wait(timer_free):
Controller_Fail(TIHERl);
signal(timer_free);
)

wait(data_free);
con_auto = CON_HAN;
signal(data_free);
while (mode & IN_AUTO)

(
wai t(data_free);
mode = con_mnder
signal(data_free):
wait(timer_free);
Controller^Fail(TIMER1);

signal(tlmer_free);
sleeplO(l),-

/••PROCESS: AIO Read And Write.**/

AIO_Read_Wrlte(data_free, timer_free)

10) «2O48;

int gain;
int xO = 0, xl = 0, pwr_ave « 0, err = 0, sigcon = 0;

fort ;.- )

{
control(AIO, PROGRAM_GAIN, 2, 0);
control (AIO. PROGRAM_G/i:N, 3, 0) ;
sigcon = 950;
while(pwr_ave <= sigcon)

(
xl = control(AIO, READ^ADC, 2);
xO = control(AIO, READ^ADC, 3);
wait(data_free);

err * (((pwr_ave - con_pwr_set)««096)/1000
if (err > 4095) err = 4095;
if (err < 0) err = 0;
control(AIO, WRITE_DAC, 0 ,err);
conj?wr_0 = (1000 * xO) / 4096;
con_pwr_l = (1000 • xl) / 4096:
pwr_ave = con_pwr_ave = (con_pwr_0 • con_pwr_l)12:
signal(data_free);
wait(timer_free);
Controller_Fail(TIMER2);
6ignal(timer_free);
sleeplO(l);

control(AIO, PROGRAK_GAIN, 0, 0);
control(AIO, PROGRAM_GAIN, 1, 0);
sigcon = 950;
while(pwr_ave > sigcon)

(
xO = control (MO, READ_ADC, 0);
xl = controKAIO, READ_ADC, 1 ) ;
wait(data_free);

err = (((pwr_ave - con_pwr_set)*4096)/10000
if (err > 4095) err = 4095;
if (err < 0) err = 0;
controKAIO, WRITE_DAC, 0 ,err) ;

1001*2048;
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con_pwr_0 - (10000 • xO) / 4096;
con_pwr_l = 110000 * xl) / 4096;
pwr.ave = con_j>wr_ave = (con^pwr_0 • con_pwr_l) 12;
s igna l (da ta_f ree ) ;
wai t ( t imer_free) j
Controller_Fail(TIMER2);
s igna l ( t imer_f ree) ;
s leep lOd ) ;
1

/••PROCESS: Indexer Read.**/

Indexer_Read|indexer_free, data_free, timer_free, dio_free)

I
int poslNRODS), i=0;

for( ; ; )

wai t (indexer_f ree) .-
for(i=0; icnrods: !»•)

pos[ i ) = ( -control ( index_uni t ( i ) , ABS_ENCODER));
wait (data_f ree) ,-
con_mov_status = 0;
for( i=0; i<nrods; i»»)

con_jnov_status * =
(control ( index_uni t ( i ) , MOVE_STATUS) & MOVING) « i ;

con_mov_status /= MOVING;
signal( indexer_free) ;
for(i=0; i<nrods; i*«)

con_pos(i) = poe [ i ) ;
rod_pos_ind(dio_freel ;
s igna l (da ta_f ree) ;
wa i t ( t imer_free);
Controller_Fail(TIMER3);
s ignal ( t imer_free) ;
s l e e p l O d ) ;

/••PROCESS: DIOFead.**/

a _f r ^ , tirner_free, dio_free)

l

int digitO, digitl, digit2;
int newl, new2;

for ( ;.- )

wait(dio_free);

newl = control(DIO, READ_PORT, 0);
digitO = newl & OxOf;
digitl = (newl » 4) & OxOf;

dinit2 = control(DIO, READ_PORT, 1) t OxOf;
newl = 10 • (digit2*100 • digitl*10 • digitO);
signal(dio_free):
sleeplO(b);
wait(dio_free);
new2 = control (DIO, READ_PORT, 0) ;
digitO = new2 & OxOf;
d i g i t l • (new2 » 4) & OxOf;
d ig i t2 = control (DIO, READ_PORT, 1) t, OxOf;
s igna l |d io_f ree) ;
new2 = 10 * (digit2*100 • digit l*10 • digi tO);

if (new2 != newl II newl > 10000 II new2 > 10000)
while(new2 '= newl)

(
wait(dio_free);
newl = control (DIO, READ_PORT, 0 ) ;
digitO = newl I OxOf;
d i g i t l i (newl » 4) I OxOf;
digi t2 * control(DIO, READ_PORT. 1) i OxOf;
signal(dio_free) ;

newl = 10 • (digit2*100 + d i g i t l ' 1 0 * d ig i tO) ;
Bleep(2);
wait( t imer_free);
Controller_Fail(TIHER4);
s ignal( t imer_free) ;
wait(dio_free);
new2 > control(DIO, READ_PORT, 0 ) ;
digitO = new2 & OxOf;
d i g i t l = (new2 » <) t OxOf;
d ig i t2 = controKDIO, READ_PORT, 1) & OxOf;
s ignal (d io_free | ;

new2 = 10 • (digit2«100 • d i g i t l ' 1 0 • digitO)i
)

wai t (dio_free) ;
wai t (data_free) ;
ifdN^AUTO == IINJ\UTO S, controKDIO, READ_PORT, 6)))

conjnode = IN_AUTO;
e l s e

conjnode = IN_MAN;
s igna l (d io . f r c» l :
con_pwr_nnf- = new2;
signal(dJta_freel ;

•
•a
1
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wait(t imer_free);
Controller_Fail(TIHER4),
signal(timer_free);
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/••PROCESS: Print Data To Stdout Every .2 Seconds.••/
/** Actual print does not except 'nrods" as a defined parameter *•/

Print_Data (d.ita_f ree)

int zO. z l . power. power_set, postNRODS], mode, status, diag, chksum:
int i = 0;

for ( ;; )

wait(data_free);
zO = con_pwr_0;
zl - con_pwr_l;
power = con_pwr_ave;
power_set - con__pwr_set ;
forlieO; Unrods; i»»)

pos(i) - con_pos[i);
mode = con__auto;
status = con_jnov_st atus:
diag = con_stacus;
signal(data_free):
chksum = rO • zl • power « power_set * mode • status • diag;
forlisO: i<nrods; i«»)

chksum »= p o s l i ] :
printf|'%d *d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d *d »d Id %d *d\n",

zO,zl,power.power_set,
pos lOl ,pos( l ) ,pos(2] ,pos[31 ,pos |4) ,pos .5) ,pos[6 | ,pos[7] ,

mode,status,diag, chksum];
s leepl0(2);

"FPOCESS: Timer Diagnostic Loop.**/

Piagnost ic_Loop|data_free, timer_free)

int statusA, etatusB;

tcA = Istruct am9S13 •)itc->dataA:
'•M • Int met am^SlS *)fctc->dataB:

for( ; . )

wait(tlmer_free) ;
BtatusA • tcA->control;
statusB o tcB->control:
Control ler_Fail (TIMERS) ,-
signal(timer_freel;

wait(data_free)j
/••The timer times out active low the - Inverts con_status**/
con_status = ((-(((statusA » 1) t Oxf) I

((statusB « 3) I OxfO))) i Oxtfl;
signal(data_free);
sleepl0(2):

/ • • • • • • • « • • « » • • • « • « • « « • • « • • • • # . • • • . . c . t . . . . . . /

/••PROCESS: Timer Test function to test the timers for operation. • • /
/ • • * •.•«••••••••»...«•...«••..«••».•.•/

Timer_Test(data_free, timer_free)

int i , statusA, statusB;

tcA = (struct am9513 *)itc->dataA;
tcB = (struct am9513 *)ttc->dataB;
wait(timer_free);
Controller_Fall(TIMER1): /'Control Loop*/
Controller_Fail(TIHER2); /*AIO Read Write Loop*/
Controller_Fail(TIMER3); /Mndexer Read Loop*/
Controller_Fail(TIHER4): /'DIO Read Loop*/
Controller_Fail(TIMERS); /'Timer Read Loop*/
for(i=0;i<60;i»»)

statusA = tcA->control;
statusB > tcB->control;
wait(data_free);
/••The timer times out active low the - inverts con_status**/

con_status = ((-(((statusA » 1) * Oxf) I

((statusB « 3) K OxfO))) t Oxff);
signal(data^free);
sleeplO(l);

signal It imer_free);
kill(getpidl));

/...«••.•.«••<•••••««•»«».•.•••••••••••••«••••••••••••••••••••

/•• Dead Band Select Function Used In The Control Process*'/
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deadbandlpowfr)
i nt power;

int dband:

if(power <100) dband = 3;
if (power >= 100 && power <500) dband = 5;
if (power >= 500 S.4 power <950) dband = 10;
if(power >= 950 && power <4000) dband = 15;
if(power >- 4000 &«• power <10000) dband - 20;
ifipower >= 10000) dband = 20;
ret urn(dband):
I

/•••«•» . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . /

/ * • Pod Position DIO Write Function Used In The Indexer Read process**/

rod_pos_ ind!dio_freel
semaphore dio_free;

int i, port7_data;
i nt bed (41:

port7_daf,i = 0;
ifi<-on_auto == CON_AUTO)

(
port7_data 1= LIGHT;
wait(dio_free) ;
control(DIO, WRITE_PORT, 7, port7_data);
signal(dio_freel;

else

port7_data S= -LIGHT;
wait(dio_free);
control(DIO, WRITE_PORT, 7, port7_data);
signal(dio_freel;

for li=0; i<nrods;

itobcd(con_posli), bed):
wait(dio_free);
/ • write the data lines * /
control(DIO, WRITE_PORT, 4,
control (DIO, WRITE_POP.T, 5,
signal(dio_free|;
port7_data U (ilFOLLOW);

bcd(01
bcd(2)

(bcd(l]<<4l );
lbcd|3)«4) ) ;

*•** •••••TEMPORARY""**" ••••••••'
if (nrods==2 «,& 1 == 1)

(
port7_data i= OxfO;
port7_data |= (41 FOLLOW);

.........TEMPORARY*»••«••••••»••••••••••••«»••

wait(dio_free);
/* latch the data into the proper display «/

control(DIO, WRITE_PORT, 7, port7_data);
signal(dio_tree);
port7_data &= OxfO;
wait(dio_£ree);
/ * c lea r the la tch • /
control(DIO, WRITE_PORT, 7, port7_data) ;
signal(dio_free) ;

/ • * i tobed: convert n t o BCD d i g i t s in s • * /

itobcdln, s)
int n;
int s[] ;

int i;
i f ( n>0 )

n = (471.24*n)/(4000*160) ••
e l s e

n=0;
for (i=0; i < 4; it*) / • generate BCD d ig i t s • /

s ( i ) = n%10; / * get next BCD digi t «/
n /= 10;

)

/ • * . . /
/* live-time clocks for ORC controller using xvme 203 and Am9513A chip • /
/ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . » /

Controller_Fail(timer)
i nt t imer:

switch(timer)
(
case TIHER1 : / " C o n t r o l Loop Timer" /

tcA->control = ICLR_TOGGLE_0UT I GP1K;

•D
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t cA->contro l * (LOAD_AND_AP.M I SI I ;
break;

c a s e TIKER2 ; /**AI0 Read Write Timer**/
tcA->contro l = |CLR_TOGGLE_OUT I GP2);
t c A - > c o n t r o l = fLOAD_AND_ARM I S 2 ) ;

break;
c a s e TIMER3 : /*«Indexer Read Timer**/

tcA->contro l = (CLR_T0GGLE_0UT ! GP3) ;
t cA->contro l = (LOAD_AND_ARM | S3) ;
break;

c a s e TIMER4 : /**DTO Read Timer*' /
t cA->contro l = (CLR_TOGGt,E_OUT I GP4) ;
tcA->contro l = (LOAD_AND_ARM I S 4 ) ;
break .-

c a s e TIMFR5 : / • • D i a g n o s t i c Loop Timer**/
t cB->contro l = (CLR_TOGGUE_OUT I GP1) ;
tcB->c:ontrol = (LOA0_.AND_ARH I S I ) :
break .-

c a s e TIMER6 : / ** lndexer I n i t i a l i z a t i o n Timer'*/
t cB->contro l = (CLRJPOGGl.F OUT I GP2) :
t cB->contro l = (LOAD_ANP,ARM I S 2 | ;
break;

c a s e TIMER7 : / ••Output Used To I n d i c a t e C o n t r o l l e r Rese t** /
tcB >control = (CLRJTOGCLE_OUT I GPJ);
tcB->contro l = (LOAD_AN0.ARM I S3);
break;

c a s e TIMERS : / " N o t Used**/
t cB->contro l = (CLR_TOGGl,E_OllT I GP4) ;

(LOAD_AND_ARM I S4) ;

default

tcB->cont rol
break;

break;

;••* Itiit ial i ; e Th" Counter Timer Module For Controller Fa i l . ** /

Titnfr Init ()

char *csr = (char »)(XVHE293 • 0x80); / • XVME293 Control Rpiister • /
short master, mode;
short preset = INTERVAL;/'Timer interval set tor countdown in 1/400*/

/ • s e c in terva l s . 400 i s 1 second.*/

f.cA = I struct am9513 • ) Stc->dataA;
tcB = (ntruct am9S13 •)Stc-?dataB:

tcA->control * RESET: /* device reset */
ti-A-'cont rol - EtJTER_8_Btrs_M0t)E;

tcA->control = EN.PREFETCH;

tcB->control * RESET; /* device reset • /
tcB->control = ENTER_8_BUS_MODE;
tcB->control = EN_PREFETCH(

master = (TOD_0FF I MM_F1_DEFAULT I FOUT_16 I BCD_SCALE)>

point_to(tcA, CTRL_GROUP, MASTER)>
output(tcA, master);

point_to( tcB, CTRL_GROUP, MASTER);
output(tcB, master);

mode = (ACT_LO_TC | TC_TOGGLE I MODE_ABC I CM_F5 I NO_GATE) ;

point_to(tcA, GP1, MODE)!
output(tcA, mode); / • mode • /
output(tcA, prese t ) ; / * load * /

point_to(tcA, GP2, MODE);
output(tcA, mode); / * mode */
outputltcA. prese t ) ; / • load */

point_to(tcA, GP3, MODE);
outputltcA, mode); / • mode * /
outputltcA, prese t ) ; / • load * /

point_to(tcA, GP4, MODE) ;
outputftcA, mode); / • mode * /
outputltcA, prese t ) ; / * load */

point_to(tcB, GP1, MODE);
output(tcB, mode); /* mode • /
outputttcB, prese t ) ; /* load * /

point_to(tcB, GP2, MODE) ;
output(tcB, mode); /* mode * /
output(tcB, prese t ) ; / • load * /

point_to(tcB, GP3, MODE);
output(tcB, mode); / * mode */
outputltcB, p r e s e t ) ; /* load • /

point_to(tcB, GP4. MODE);
outputltcB, mode); /* mode • /
outputltcB, prese t ) ; / • load * /

•csr = STC_OUT_ENABLE:

point_to(t imer, group, reg)

/ * enable outputs */



struct am9513 'timer;

timor->control = (LOAD_DATA_POINTER I group I r«?g);

output(timer, word)
struct am9513 *timer;
unsigned short word;

t imor->data = wordt2*>6: /* low order byte • /
timer->data = word/256; /* high order byte */

In i t ia l i za t ion test of the indexers before going into auto control **/

Indexer_Initialization(indexer^free, data_free, timer_free)
semaphore indexer_free:
semaphore data_free;
semaphore timer_free;

(
int i=0, limit_status[NRODS), status;
struct move_par move_compare;
1 nt i;

wait(indexer_free):

for(i*0: ienrods: itt) / • Check that a l l se t s of move parameters are
good •/

control ( index_unit(i) , MOVE_PARAMETERS, STEPJXDWN, &move_compare) ;
if((move_compare.velocity ! = COM_REL_VEU II

(move_compare.acceleration != CON_REL_ACCEL) II
(move_compare.posit ion '. - CON_REL_DIST) )

(
wait(t imer_free);
Controller_Fail(TIHER6);
signal(timer_free);
for( ; ; )

s l e e p ( l ) ;
)

control( index_unit( i) , MOVE_PARAMETERS, STEP_UP, &move_compare);
if((move_compare.velocity != CON_REL_VEL) II

(move_compare.accelerat ion != CON.RHLJCCEL) II
(movG_compare.posit ion '= -CON_REL_DIST))

I
wait(t imer_free);
Cont roller_Fai1(TIMER6);
R i gna 1 (t imer_f r«?n) ;

s l e e p ( 1 ) ; t

control(index_unit(i), HOVE_PARAMETERS, START_OP, Smove_compare) ;
if ( (move_compare.velocity != CONJBS_VEL) II

(move_compare.acceleration != COH_ABS_ACCEL))

wait(timer_free)(
Controller_Fail(TIMER6|;
signal(timer_free);
for(;i)

sleep(l);

4move_compare);
control(index_unit(i) , MOVE_PARAMETERS, START_DOWN,

if((move_compare.velocity != CON_ABS_VEL) II
(move_compare.acceleration '.= CONJVBŜ ACCEL))

(
wait(timer_free);
Controller_Fail(TIMER6);
signal(timer_free);
for (; ,•)

s leep(1);

signal(indexer_free):

/• Make certain that a l l rods are down • /
wait(indexer_free);
for(i=0; i<nrods; i«t)

i f ( Mcontrol(index_unit ( i ) , LIMIT_SWITCHES)tON_POSITIVE)
control(index_unit(i),PERFORM_MOVE,START_DOWN) ;

signal(indexer_free);
do

(
sleeplOU) ;
wait(indexer_free);
for(i=0, status=O; l<nrods; i4t)

if ( !(control( index_unit( i) , LIMIT_SWITCHES) &
ON_POSITIVE) )

etatue**.-
signal(indexer_free)r
) while Istatus);

/* reset absolute rod posit ions */
wait(indexer_tree);
forli=-0; icnrods; itt)

control(index_unit(i) , DEFINE_ABS_O);
signal Iindexer_free);
sler-plO(2) i

'* Start movement and position test */
for|J*Orj<10;j»»)

1
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wait Iindexer_free)t
for(i=0; i<nrods; i*»)

control(index_unit(i),PERFORH_MOVE,STEP_UP);
signal (indexer_f reel ,-
tor(i-0; i<nrods; i*4)

while I control(index_unit|i), MOVE_STATUS) t MOVING )
sleeplOU) ;

/• Test for proper distance out */
pleeplO(S); /* To ensure that Indexer_Read has cycled */
for(i-0: i<nrods: i*+)

{

wai t|data_free);
if((con_pos(i) < 8100) II (con_pos[i) > 8150))

(
wait (timer_f ree) ,-
Controller_Fail(TIHER6) ;
signal(timer_tree);
signal(data_free);
for(;;) /* FOREVER •/

sleep(1);
)

signalldata_free);
I

/• step all rods in slowly */
do

{
(or(i=0, status-0; i<nrods: i**)

(
wait(indexer_tree);
while! control (index_unit(i), MOVE_STATUS) S, MOVING )

sleepl0(2);
if ( •(control(index_unit(i), LIH1T_SWITCHES) &

ON_POSITIVE)
/* not all the way down (and not moving) •/
(
status**:
control (index_unit(i) , PERFORH_HOVE,STF.P_DOWN) ;

signal(indexer_free);
)

) while istatus);
wait(indexer_free);
forli=0, statussO: i<nrods; i*+)

control(index_unit(i), DEFINE_ABS_0):
siqnal(indexer_free);

index.unit(unit)
in' oni f :

return!INDEXO*rod_num(unit))j

a_control(Indexer,direction)
int indexer, direction;
(

if(indexer == INDEX1 II indexer == INDEX2 II indexer == INDEXS II Indexer
== INDEX6)

(
wait(indexer_free);
control(indexer, PERFORH_MOVE, direct ion);
signal(indexer_free);

•a



Appendix E AIO, DIO, Indexer
Command Reference

E.1 Library Procedures

The following are Xinu reference pages for software written specifically to support
hardware used in this project. Library procedures are intended to be supplemental
to those used in reference 9 (Comer [1984]); the sections of the manual ar? num-
bered using the notation of the author. Thus the heading Compumotor(3) refers to
the manual pages in section 3 with keyword index of Compumotor.
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Compumotor(3) Compumotor(3)

NAME

Compumotor 1830 Motor Controller procedures.

SYNOPSIS

^include <indexer.h>

define_relative_move(dev, movenumber,distance,velocity,acceleration);
define_abs_move(dev, move_number, position, velocity, acceleration);
define_continuous_move(dev, movenumber, direction, velocity, acceleration);
define_rel closed_move(dev, move_number, distance, velocity, acceleration);
define_abs_closed_move(dev, movenumber, position, velocity, acceleration);
define_homejocation(dev, home_state, homeedge, velocity, direction);
go_to(dev, command, position);
define_abs_position(dev, command, position);
define_defaults(dev, velocity, acceleration);
define_encoder_ratio(dev, motor_pulses, encoder_pulses);

int dev, movenumber, distance, velocity, acceleration, position, homestate;
int home_edge, command, motor_pulses, encoder_pulses;

DESCRIPTION

The following procedures implement a subset of procedures for the Compumotor 1830 Motor
Controller. In the procedure descriptions that follow, the command byte recognized by the con-
troller is given for cross-reference to the Compumotor manual.

define_relative_move

Define or redefine movejiumber as a relative trapezoidal move (0xC8).

definejabsjnove

Define or redefine movejiumber as an absolute trapezoidal move (OxCB).

define^continuous_move

Define or redefine movejiumber as a continuous trapezoidal move (OxCE).

define_rel_closed_move

Define or redefine movejiumber as a relative, closed-loop move (0xD4j. Distance is
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the relative distance given in encoder pulses.

define_abs_closed_move

Define or redefine move number as an absolute, closed-loop move (0xD5). Position is
the absolute position in encoder pulses.

defineJtomejocation
Define HOME location and final search parameters (0x38). Home nate is zero if the
HOME input is low-true or non-zero if it is high-true; Home_edge is zero if the active
edge of HOME input goes true from the CW direction and non-zero otherwise; velocity
is the final approach velocity in percent of default velocity (1-64); and direction is zero
if the final approach direction is to be CW, and non-zero for CCW. Home edge is ig-
nored in controller closed-loop mode.

gojo
This procedure causes the controller to drive the motor to the requested position at the
default velocity and acceleration. If command is RELATIVE_POSITION (0x33), the
move will go to the relative position. If command is ABSOLUtE_POSITION (0x34),
then the move will go to the absolute position. If command is RELATIVE_ENCOD-
ER (0x35), then the indexer will move the motor position encoder pulses. Ifcommand
is ABSOLUTE_ENCODER (0x36), then the move is made to absolute encoder posi-
tion, position.

define_abs_position

This procedure defines the absolute open-loop position to be position when command
is OPEN LOOP (0x2E), or the absolute closed-loop position when command is
CLOSEDLOOP (0x2F).

define_dtfaults

This procedure defines the default velocity and acceleration for move 0 (0x31).

define_encoder_ratio

This procedure defines the motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio (OxBO). The arguments
are truncated to shorts and must therefore be less than 65536. The first argument, mo-
tor _pulses, is the number of motor pulses per revolution and the second, encoder_puls-
es, is four times the number of encoder lines per revolution of the motor.
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E.2 Device Descriptions

The following are Xinu reference pages for device drivers written to support hard-
ware used in this project. Device driver descriptions are intended to be supplemen-
tal to those used in reference 9. The sections of the manual are numbered using the
notation of the author (Comer [1984]). Thus the heading AIO(4) refers to the man-
ual pages in section 4 with keyword index of AIO.
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Indexer(4) Indexer(4)

NAME

indexer — Compumotor 1830 Motor Controller driver.

SYNOPSIS

include "conf.h"
^include <kernel.h>
^include <indexer.h>

device = indexunit(unit);
control! device, function [,param [^response]]);
write(device, command, nbytes);

DESCRIPTION

The 1830 Motor Controller is designed to control a single motor by issuing pulses to a
motor driver. The Motor Controller controls the position, velocity, and acceleration of
the motor, and supports manual control of the motor through the jog inputs. The
controller accepts commands and issues responses through byte register transfers with
handshake on the VME bus. The driver may be compiled to accept controller responses
at interrupt level by defining INTERRUPTS. Commands written to the controller
utilize polled output with busy waits. The command output routine may be made to run
as an independent Xinu process by defining PUT_PROCESS. This allows the calling
process to continue execution without waiting for the command to be output.

The controller driver implements a subset of the 1830 Controller command set directly,
and allows any command to be issued by the Xinu write function. Most Controller
commands which either generate > :sponses or implement the Indexer Mode of
operation have been built into the driver. Commonly used commands which are not
implemented directly by the driver are compiled in a library, libindexer.a (See
CompumotorO)).

In the list of controller functions that follows, function commands are grouped by
controller and/or driver responses:

driver commands

status = control(device, notifycommand);
Notify^commands are NOTIFYJNT and NOTIFY_FAIL, which allows the

calling process to be notified when an interrupt condition is detected by a send message
(SEND(2)) from the driver. The message returned is the interrupt enable command
(e.g., EVT_STALL_NEXT) which must be issued before the interrupt can occur, or
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CONTROLLER_FAIL. The message must be received (RECEIVER)) by the
calling process. These commands are valid only when the driver is compiled with
INTERRUPTS.

controller commands with no parameters and no response

control(device, command);
command

DEFINE ABS 0

function

0x30

ENTER OPEN LOOP 0x50
STOP ~ ~ 0x70
DISCONTINUE 0x73

KILL MOTION 0x78
INT START NEXT OxAO
INT'START" OxAl
EMT~CONST NEXT 0XA2

Define present position as the
absolute zero position.
Enter open loop indexer mode.
stop motion.
Discontinue any singular command
being performed.
Kill motion.
Interrupt at the start of the next move.
Interrupt at the start of every move.
Interrupt at constant, nonzero velocity
of the next move.
Interrupt at constant, nonzero velocity
of every move.
Interrupt at the next end of motion.
Interrupt at every end of motion.
Interrupt at the next motor stall detect.
Interrupt at every motor stall detect.
Interrupt at next positive limit detect.
Interrupt at every positive limit detect.
Interrupt at next negative limit detect.
Interrupt at every negative limit detect.
Inhibit all of the interrupts.

Interrupt enabling commands and their respective interrupts are valid only when the
driver is compiled with INTERRUPTS.

controller commands with one parameter and no response

control(device, DELETE_MOVE, move_number);
Deletes movejiumber from the library of defined moves (0xD7).

controKdevice, PERFORMDEFJV1OVE, direction);
Perform the default move (trapezoidal continuous) in direction (0x32). The

move is positive if direction is zero and negative otherwise.

INT_CONST

INT END NEXT
INT~END~
INT~STALL NEXT
INT"STALL~
INT"PL NEXT
INT'PL"
INT NL NEXT
INT~NL~
INHIBIT INT

0xA3

0xA4
0xA5
0xA6
0xA7
0xA8
0xA9
OxAA
OxAB
OxAF
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controKdevice, GO_HOME, direction);
Go HOME at the default velocity and acceleration searching in direction

(0x39). The move is positive if direction is zero and negative otherwise. The
definehomejocation function (See Compumotor(3)) must have been called prior to
issuing this command.

controKdevice, GO_ENCODERJHOME, direction);
Go to encoder HOME at the default velocity and acceleration, searching in

direction (0x3 A). The move is positive if direction is zero and negative otherwise. The
define_home_location function (See Compumotor(3)) must have been called prior
to issuance of this command in order for the command to have any effect.

controKdevice, PERFORM_MOVE, movenumber);
Perform previously defined move, movenumber (0x40). The move is defined

by a define_continuous_inove or define_relative_move function call (See
Compumotor(3)).

controller commands with no parameters that return an int

position = controKdevice, POSITION REL_BEGIN);
position = controKdevice, POSITION~REL_END);
velocity = controKdevice, VELOCITY);
acceleration = controKdevice, ACCELERATION);
encoderposition = controKdevice, REL_ENCODER);
encoder~position = controKdevice, ABS "ENCODER);
position"^ controKdevice, POSITION_R~EL_HOME);
position s controKdevice, POSITION~REL_ZERO);

Return the current position, velocity, acceleration, or encoder_position as a
single long integer.

controller commands with no parameters that return a status byte as an int

direction - controKdevice, DIRECTION);
move status = controKdevice, MOVE STATUS);
limits~= controKdevice, LIMrr_SWlfCHES);
home = controKdevice, HOME);
jog = controKdevice, JOG JNPUTS);
encoder Jiome = control(d"evice, CLOSE_LOOP_HOME);

The current or most recent move direction is either POSITIVE or
NEGATIVE; the current move status may be tested for POS LIMIT, NEG LIMIT,
HOME LIMIT, NEG_MOTION, MOVING, CONSTANT_VELOCITY,
ACCELERATING, or~DECELERATING; the state of the limit switches, limits,
may be tested for ON_POSITIVE or ON_NEGATIVE; home may be tested for
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ON_HOME; jog may be tested for the presence of JOGNEG, JOGLO, or JOGPOS;
andencoder home is either TRUE or FALSE.

miscellaneous controller commands

x = control(device, INTERRUPT_X, x);
Causes an interrupt which returns x.

control(device, MOVEPARAMETERS, movenumber, & response);
int move_number;
struct move_par response;

Fills the structure response with the current move parameters for movenumber.

x = control (device, RATIO);
struct ratio

{
short numerator;
short denominator;
};

union
{
struct ratio ratio;
int packed int;
}x;
The RATIO function returns the current motor pulse to encoder pulse ratio

packed as two short integers into a single int, packedJnt.
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AIO(4) AIO(4)

NAME

aio - analog input/output driver

SYNOPSIS

#include <conf.h>
^include <aio.h>

control( AIO, function, channel, data);

DESCRIPTION

This driver implements random channel mode of analog-to-digital conversion and
analog output provided on the XYCOM XVME-540 analog input/output module. All
input and output functions and initializations are done through the Xinu device
independent control routine.

The XVME-540 Analog Input/Output Module (also referred to as the AIO) is a
powerful VME bus compatible module, capable of performing both analog to digital
and digital to analog conversions, with 12-bit resolution. The AJO can be configured to
provide either 32 single-ended or 16 differential input channels, with 3 ranges of
programmable gain, and 4 programmable input sampling modes. The AIO driver
supports only the Random Channel A/D conversion mode. The module provides 4
output channels, with each channel configurable for either voltage or current-loop (4-
20mA) output operations.

Prior to use, the internal Gain RAM should be programmed (initialized) to provide each
input channel that will be used with an associated gain factor. Gain Ranges are selected
by strap options on the AIO board. Gain Factors are programmed by a control function
call with the function set to PROGRAM_GAIN. The Gain Ranges and Gain Factors
are shown in the table below:

Gain Gain Selected
Rangei Range2 Ranges

0
1
2
3

1
2
5

10

4
8

20
40

10
20
50

100

An input channel is read by a control function call with the function set to
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READ_ADC. The call will automatically start a conversion on the specified channel
(0-31, single-ended or 0-15, differential) and return on completion of the conversion
cycle (50 microseconds, typical). The control function returns an integer value with 12-
bits of resolution (0-4095) corresponding to input unipolar voltage. The "LSB" (Least
Significant Bit) represents the change in input voltage that causes an increase or
decrease of the returned value by 1. The "LSB" is derived from the full scale voltage
range (Vfsr) divided by 4096,
LSB = Vfsr/4096.

Only one process may execute a READ_ADC function at a time. If a process has
executed a read operation, another process will not be allowed to initiate a read function
before the conversion is complete. The control function returns SYSERR to signify that
another read is in progress.

Any of the four output channels (digital to analog) can be written into by a control
function call with the function set to WRITE_DAC. The output data will be truncated
to 12-bits.

Control routine calls are summarized as follows:

value = controKAIO, READ_ADC, channel);
initiates a conversion on channel and returns the converted value.

status = controKAIO, WRITE DAC, channel, data);
writes data to output channel.

status = controKAIO, PROGRAMGAIN, channel, gain);
programs A/D channel to gain factor, gain.

status = controKAIO, GET_STATUS);
returns the AIO module status register.

status = controKAIO, FORCE_CONVERSION, channel);
causes the AIO module to initiate a conversion on channel.

status = controKAIO, SOFT_RESET);
causes a software reset.
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DIO(4) DIO(4)

NAME

dio — digital input/output driver

SYNOPSIS

tfnclude "conf.h"
^include <kernel.h>
^include <dio.h>

control( DIO, function, port, data );

DESCRIPTION

This driver implements digital input and output and change of state interrupts provided
on the XYCOM XVME-240 digital input/output module. All input and output
functions and initializations are done through the Xinu device independent control
routine.

The XVME-240 Digital Input/Output Module (also referred to as the dio) provides
VME bus systems with 80 TTL-level I/O channels. The I/O channels are arranged to
provide 8 (byte-wide) bidirectional I/O ports numbered from 0 to 7, 8 interrupt input
lines, and 8 flag output lines. Each bidirectional port can be programmed to either input
or output data. The 8 interrupt input lines can be used to generate VME bus interrupts
which cause the driver to send (SEND(2)) a message to the user process which has
enabled the interrupt (See Function ENABLE_INT).

Typical applications for the DIO module include:

• TTL-level peripheral control.

• Interfacing with OPTO 22 compatible devices to control switch inputs,

indicator outputs, and AC/DC applications.

Control routine calls, which return SYSERR for ports not in the range of 0 to 7, are
summarized as follows:

value = control(DIO, READPORT, port);
returns the contents of the port register, port. This function call is valid for ports
programmed as either input or output ports.

status = control(DIO, WRITE_PORT, port,data);
writes data to the port, port, if it is programmed as an output port and returns OK else
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it returns SYSERR.

status = controI(DIO, SETOUT, port);
programs port to an output port and returns OK.

status = contro!(DIO, SET J N , port);
programs port to an input port and returns OK (all ports are initialized to input).

status = controKDIO, ENABLEINT, port);
enables interrupts on the port interrupt input line and causes the driver to acknowledge
interrupts by sending (SEND(2)) the calling process a one word message, port,
whenever there is a transition on the interrupt input line. The function does not wait for
an interrupt and returns OK immediately. A process which calls this function receives
notification of an interrupt by receiving (RECEIVE(2)) the message from the driver.

status = controKDIO, DISABLE INT, port);
disables further interrupts on the port interrupt input line and returns OK.

status = controKDIO, SET^FLAG, port);
sets the output flag line fox port to logical high and returns OK.

status = controKDIO, CLEAR__FLAG, port);
resets the output flag line for port to logical zero and returns OK.

EXAMPLE

#include "conf.h"
#include <kernel.h>
#include <dio.h>

#define MANUAL_MODE_LIGHT 0x01
#define COUPLED.LIGHT 0x02

control(DIO, SET.OUT, 0); /* set port 0 to output */
control(DIO, WRTTE.PORT, 0, MANUAL_MODE_LIGHT);

control(DIO, ENABLEJNT, 1); /* enable port 1 interrupt line */

for(;;)
if (receiveQ == 1)

{
/* a port 1 interrupt has occured */
data = control(DIO, READ_PORT, 1); /* read port */
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Appendix F The Graphics Program and
Display Screens

F.1 DVtools Graphics Utilities

The DVtools graphics utilities used in the program display.c were obtained as a
package called DataViews from V.I. Corporation, Amherst Research Park, Am-
herst, Massachusetts, 01002. The main graphics program is included in this appen-
dix as reference.
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file name - display.c

ThiE program manages views created in DV-Draw. Objects are named
according to the filename of the view that should be displayed.
When a named object is selected the code finds the appropriate
view/drawport and moves it to the front.

This program uses DV-Tools' symbol table routines to set up the
table of drawports and view names.

linclude "std.h"
•include "dvstd.h"
• include
• include
•include
•include
• include

dvtools.h"
VOstd.h"
'dvf uns. h"
'dvt oolfuns.h'
'VOfuns.h"

•include "dvGR.h"

•define SEARCHFILE •/owrusr/draw/dv/ /owrusr/draw/fontlib/"
•define DATAFILE •/owrusr/console/vme/orc/draw/datafile"
• define INPUTVIEW Vowrusr/console/vine/orc/draw/dwg.pwr_set •
•define OWRVIEW "/owrusr/console/vme/orc/draw/dwg.owr_view"

CHAR buf(801:

OBJECT r e a d i n g , drawing , graph;
DSVAR temp_dsv, l a s t _ d s v ;
VARDESC graph_vdp;
LOCAL SYMTABLE *NameTable;
LOCAL OBJECT s c r e e n ;
LOCAL DATASOURCELIST m a s t e r _ d s l ;

DSVAR r e t urndsv () ,-
VARDESC g e t v d p () .-
BOOL l i n e o n l ) , l i n e o f f l ) ;
BOOL m o v e l i n e l ) , m o v e l o c l i n e ( ) ;
VOID l i n e c o l o r l l ;
VOID o w r v i e w l | ;
VOID V U c o p y r i g h t ( 1 ( )

s t a t i c char GraphNamefl = "GRAPH1;
s t a t i c char Re.idingNamel 1 = "READING';
s t a t i c char GraphNotFound() •-• 'CAN'T FIND GRAPH OBJECT NAMED GRAPHXn"
s t a t i c char Text GraphNot Found [) = "CAN'T FIND TEXT GRAPH NAMED READINGXn"

main ( a r g c , nrgv )
INT a l q r :
CHAR Mi civ | ] ;

/* argvfll - device name • /
/* argv|2) - top view name */

DRAWPORT current_drawport, new_drawport;
DRAWPORT GetNewDrawport();
VOID SetupDrawportsI), FreeDrawports()(
OBJECT color, location;
CHAR *obj_name = "dwg.console"•
INT i , done = NO;
INT key = 0. flag = 1, lineflag = 2;
VIEW view;
DOUBLE v a l u e , s a v e = 1 . 0 ;
POINT * p t ;
FILE * f o p e n ( ) , ' f w ;

• Check for the correct number of arguments.
•/
if ( argc < 2 )

(
printf( "Wrong number of arguments.\n" ) ;
printfl 'Usage: *s \"display device\" !\'dwg.console\'l \n", argv(O) );
exit!) ;

* I n i t i a l i z e DV-Tools and open the graphics device.

Tlnit l SEARCHFILE, NULL ) :
screen = TscOpenl a r g v l l ] , NULL ) ;
owrviewl);

* Load in all of the views and use the first to be displayed as
* the current drawport. Open the master datasource list created
* in SetupDrawports and read the first iteration of input data.
* Finally, clear the screen and draw the initial view.

if ( argc > 2 )
obj_name = argv|21 ;

SetupDrawportsI obj_name ) ;
current_drawport = GetNewDrawport( obj_name ) ;
TdlOpenDatal master_dsl ) ;
TdlReadDatal master_dsl ) ;
GRerasel);
TdpDrawl cur rent_drawport ) ;

FOREVER
I



* Poll the cursor, checking for a key press. If we have a key
* press, then check whether i t ' s a 'q ' .
* If it is break out of the loop.
•/

if ( location = TloPoll( PICK_POLL ) )
(
Key = VOloKeyl location );
if ( key — 'q')

break .-
e l se

rf the user has selected a named object then try to use the
name as the filename for the next view, unless the name i s
"done" which means to break out of the loop.

if I obj_name = TloGetSelectedObjectNamel location ) )
(
if ( strcmpi obj_name. "done" ) ==0)

break;
if ( strcmp( obj_name, GraphName ) — 0 }

pt = VOloScpGet ( location);
switch (key) (
case 'u ' :
case 'U':/* move cursor up */

moveline(graph, 1, lvalue, flag);
save - value;

sprintf(buf, "%.51f, save);
TdpDrawObject(current_drawport, reading);
break;

case 'd ' :
case 'D' : /* move cursor down • /

moveline(graph, - 1 , (value, f ldg);
save - value;

sprintflbuf, "%.51f", save);
TdpDrawObject fcurrent_drawport, reading);
break;
default: /• if nothing is pressed, just update line */

movelocline (graph, pt, lvalue, flag);
save = value;
sprintf (buf, M.Slf', save);

TdpDrawObject(current_drawport, reading):
break ,-

I

if ( new_drawport » GetMewDrawporcI obj_name I )

if (lineflag = = 1)
(
lineoff (graph);
lineflag = 2;
)

current _drawport <= new_drawport;
TdpDrawl current_drawport ) ;

if ( strcmp(obj_name, INPUTVIEW) == 0 )
(
l inef lag = 1;
color = VOcoCreate I 'c 1 , 255, 255, 255);
linecolor (color);
lineon (graph, (value, f lag);
sprintf (buf, "*.51f", save);
TdpDrawObject (current_drawport, reading);

fw = fopen(DATAFILE,'W) ;
fprintf(fw,•*f",save) ,
fcloselfw) ;

) / * obj_name • /
) / • key == q V

« pick_poll • /

* Update the dynamic parts of the current drawport by reading the
* next i teration of input data and redrawing the dynamic elements
* that have changed.
*/
TdlReadDatal master_dsl );
TdpDrawNext( current_drawport ) ;

• When finished, c lose the master datasource l i s t ,
• and destroy a l l previously created drawports.
• /

if ( l inef lag == 1)
lineoff (graph);

TdlCloseDataf master_dsl ) ;
FreeDrawportsO ;
/*

• Finally, c lose the graphics device and terminate DV-Tools.
• /

TscCloseCurrentScreen();
TTerminateO ;

) / • main •/
/ •

* SetupCrawports -- loads in al l vieW6 and creates drawpcrts for al l
• of them. Stores the drawports in a symbol table. Also, uses all of
' the datasource l i s t s to form a s ingle master datasource l i s t .

>

1
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LOCAL VOID SetupDrawports( f i rst_vlew_name )
CHAR *first_view_name:

VIEW first_view:
DRAWPORT f irst_drawport;
ADDRESS AddPr.iwportsd .•

Load the f i r s t view and use i t s datasource l i s t as the bas is
tor the master datasource l i s t .

•I

f i r s t .view = TviLoad( f i rst_view_.name ) ;
first_drawport = TdpCreatel screen, f irst_view, NULL, NULL ) :
master_dRl = TviGetDataSourceListI f irst_view ) :

• Create a symbol t a b l e for the drawports and insert the f i r s t
• drawport into i t . Then, t r ave r se the named objects in t h i s view
• and attempt to load each view and add i t t o the symbol t a b l e .

NameTable = (SYMTABLE •) VTstcreate( "Object Names and
Drawport s• ,

NULL 1;
VTptsninsert ( NameTable, VIstrclone( first_view_name ) , first_drawport ) :
TrirForK.irhNsmedObject ( TviGet Drawing ( first_view ) ,

AddPrawport s,
NULL ) ,-
I

AdriDrawports -- loads the named view and c rea tes a drawport for i t .
Storfr: the new drawpnrt in the symbol t a b l e . Then, t r ave r ses a l l
named objec ts in the view, ca l l i ng i t s e l f recursively for each.

LOCAL ADDRESS AddDrawports( object , view_name, argblock )
OBJECT object ;
CHAR *vi«»w name;
ADDRESS aigblock;

(

VIEW view;
PRAWP̂ RT drawport

If t hf nam** of the object i s "done", t hem in no view t o be
loader), continue with the t r a v e r s a l , otherwise, attempt, to load
i tif view, and if surrensful , check to R«<> t( the view is
already in the symbol t ab l e . If not, add the views' datasources

* to the master datasource H a t , c rea te a drawport, and add i t
• t o the symbol t a b l e .
• /

if ( strcmpl view_name, "done" ) • • 0 ) return NULL;
if ( strcmpt view_name. GraphName ) •» 0 ) re turn MULLi
if ( strcmpf view_name, ReadingName ) «x 0 I re turn NULLi
if ( view = TviLoadl view_name ) )

(
if ( ! VTstkeyfind( NameTable, viev_name ) )

(
TviHergeAddDataSources( view, maoter_dsl, DS_NAMEMATCH ) ,-
drawport = TdpCreatel screen, view, NULL, NULL );
if ( strcmpl view_name. INPUTVIEW ) == 0 )

(
drawing = TviGetDrawing (view);
if ((graph = TdrGetNamedObject (drawing, GraphName)) == NULL) I

fprintf ( s tde r r , GraphNotFound);
e x i t ( - 1 ) ;

/* Get the reading display ( text graph) and
rebind i t s vdp to the local buffer */
if ((reading = TdrGetNamedObject (drawing, ReadingName)) NULL)

fprintf ( s tde r r , TextGraphNotFound);
e x i t ( - l ) ;

)
TobForEachVdp (reading, getvdp, NULL);
TvdPutBuffer (graph_vdp, buf) ;
temp_dsv = TvdGetDataSourceVariableI graph_vdp ) ;
TdsvDestroy(temp_dsv);
)

VTstsninsert( NameTable, Vletrclonel view_name ) , drawport ) ;

r e t u r n NULL;

• GetNewDrawport -- uses an object name to search the symbol table

* for the new drawport to be displayed.

LOCAL DRAWPORT GetNewDrawport ( obj_name )
CHAR *obj_name:

r e t u r n (DRAWPORT) VTsnvalue( V T s t k e y f i n d l NameTable, obj_name ) ) ;

F reeDrawpor t s -• c l e a n up t h e symbol t a b l e , f r e e i n g a l l p r e v i o u s l y
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a l lo ra ted dynamic memory.

VOID FiPeDrawportsI)

DRAWPORT drawport;
VIFw v i <?w ;

Travprse the symbol t ab l e , removing each node as we go,
destroying drawports if they ex i s t and destroying each view.
(Notice that we're waiting to destroy the master datasource l i s t
last t o because it has connections to every view.)
Also, free the memory we a l loca ted for each record.

• /
while ( VTstlenl NameTable ) > 0 )

1
drawport = (DRAWPORT) VTsnvaluel VTstsngetl NameTable, 0 ) );
view - TdpGetViewl drawport );
TdpDestroyl drawport );
Tv1 nest roy ( v i ew ) ,-
VT=;t snremovel NameTable, VTstsngetl NameTable, 0 ) ) ;

* Finally, destroy the symbol table.
• /

VTstdestroy! NameTable ):
)
DSVAF teturndsv (ds, dsv, argblock)
/* Return a ds var */
DATASOURCE ds .-
DSVAP dsv;
ADDRESS argblock;
I

last.dsv = dsv;
return NilLL;

VARDESC getvdplobj , vdp, arg)
/ * Get a vdp • /
OBJECT obj;
VAPDESC vdp;
APDPF.SS argi
(

graph_vdp = vdp;
return vdp;

L HIT 1 inepos;

Returns SUCCESS if successful.

LOCAL LONG fclrndx = 0;

LOCAL LONG bclrndx = Or

LOCAL ADDRESS rasptr;

GLOBALREF ADDRESS VDbarhoriz.-

BOOL lineon (graphobj, val, index)

/• This function turns the line on.

OBJECT graphobj;

rO'JBLF. *val;

INT index;

ADDRESS graphaddr, vdp, argblock, grptype;
RECTANGLE vp;
PO1NT pi, p2;
DOUBLE low, high;

/* Get dgp & vdp (depending on the axis; i.e., the index) */
graphaddr = (ADDRESS)VOdgAddress (graphobj);
vdp = (ADDRESSIVGvdget (graphaddr, index);
if (!vdp! return NO;
VGvd_drange (vdp, Slow, Shighl; /* get graph range */
/• get graph rectangle */

VPdgdfquery (graphaddr, V_Q_DATAVP, NOLL, tvp);
if (val != NULL) /• use previous position if val == NULL */

•val = (low » high) / 2;
Set line color •/
if (fclrndx)

GRcolor (fclrndx);
else

GRcolor (fclrndx = vocolndexl VOcoCreate ('c', 255, 255, 255) ) ) ;

/* If graph is VDbarhoriz (horizontal bar type, then reading line
should be vertical, otherwise it should be horizontal */

grptype = (ADDRESS) VGdgdf (graphaddr);
if (grptype != VDbarhoriz) (

pl.x = vp.ll.X;
if (val != NULL)/* new value •/

pl.y = linepos = vp.ll.y • (vp.ur.y - vp.ll.y) / 2;
else

pl.y = linepos;
p2.x = vp.ur.X;
p2.y ^ pi.y;
if IGRrasquery (RAS_DRAW) == YES) ( /* raster ops supported ? */
GRrascreate ((p2.x-pl.x*l), 1, fcrasptr); /* save background of line */

GRrasget (&pl, (p2.x-pl.x*l), 1. &raeptr);

) else (
it (val

pl.x
else

pi.x = linepos;
pi.y = vp.ll.y;

NULL)/* new value
linepos = vp.ll.x « (vp.ur.X - vp.ll.x) / 2: 1
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p2.x = pi .X;
p2.y = vp .u r .y :
if (GRrasquery (RAS_DRAW) =» YESI ( / • r a s t e r ops supported ? • /

GRrascreate (1 . (p2 .y -p l .y* l ) , &rasptr); /* save background of l i ne • /
GRrasget Upl , 1, (p2 .y -p l .y* l ) , s r a s p t r ) ;

/ • Draw l i n e • /
GRmove_and_vector (&pl, &p2);
GRflushO ;
return YES;

I / • lineon */

BOOL lineoff (graphobj)
/* This function turns the l i n e off. Returns SUCCESS if successful . • /
OBJECT graphobj;
I

ADDRESS graphaddr, grptype;
RECTANGLE vp;
POINT p i , p2:

/ • Get dgp k vdp (depending on the ax i s ; i . e . , the index) • /
graphaddr = (ADDRESS)VOdgAddress [graphobj);
if ('graphaddr? return NO;

/* get graph rectangle */
VPdgdfquery (graphaddr. V_Q_DATAVP, NULL, &vp);

/* If graph i s VDbarhoriz (horizontal bar c h a r t ) , then draw reading
line v e r t i c a l l y , otherwise, draw i t hor izontal ly • /

grptype - (ADDRESS)VGdgdf Igraphaddr);
if (grptype •= VDbarhoriz) (

pi .x = vp.11.X;
pl .y = l inepos;
p2.x = vp .u r .x :
p2.y = p i . y ;
if (GRrasquery (RAS..DRAW) == YES) ( /* r a s t e r ops supported ? • /

CRrasdraw ( r a sp t r , 4p l ) ; / • redraw saved l ine background • /
GPrasfree ( r a s p t r ) ;

I e l se ( /* if no r a s t e r ops, just erase l i n e in background color */
bclrndx = VOcoIndex (VOscBackcolor INULL) ) ;
GRcolor (bclrndx);
np.move_and_vector ( ip l , &p2) ;

I e l s e I
p l .x
pl.y

1i nepos;
vp . 11 .y;

p ; .x - p l . x :
r? .y = vp.ur.y,.
if (GPrasquRry (RAS_DRAW) -., YES) ( /• r a s t e r ops supported ? • /

CRrasriraw Irapptr , &p]) ; /* redraw saved l ine background •/

GRrasfree (rasptr);

) else ( /• if no raster ops. Just erase line in background color •/
bclrndx = VOcoIndex (VOscBackcolor (NULL));
GRcolor (bclrndx);
GRmove_and_vector (ipl. 4p2);

GRflushO ;
return YES;

) /• lineoff •/

BOOL moveline (graphobj, delta, val, index)
/• Move the line by delta pixels and compute its reading on the graph. */
OBJECT graphobj;
INT delta;
DOUBLE *val ;
INT index;

ADDRESS graphaddr. vdp, argblock, grptyper
RECTANGLE vp;
POINT pl, p2;
DOUBLE low, high;

/* Get gdp and vdp of the Indexed axis */
graphaddr = (ADDRESS)VOdgAddress (graphobj):
vdp = (ADDRESS)VGvdget (graphaddr, index);
if (!vdp) return NO;

/• Turn off line and compute new line position •/
lineoff (grap'nobj);
linepos •= delta;

/• set line color */
if (fclrndx)

GRcolor (fclrndx);
else

GRcolor (fclrndx = V0colndex( VOcoCreate ('c1, 255. 255. 255) ) ) ;

/• Get graph rectangle */
VGvd_drange (vdp, 4low, (high);
VPdgdfquery (graphaddr, V_Q_DATAVP, NULL, Svp);

/* If graph is VDbarhoriz (horizontal bar chart), draw vertical reading line,
otherwise draw a horizontal one. Compute new reading from graph. •/

grptype = (ADDRESS)VGdgdf (graphaddr) ,•
if (grptype != VDbarhoriz) (

pl.X = vp.ll.X;
pl .y = 1 inepos;
if (pl.y > vp.ur.y)

pl.y = linepos = vp.ll.y:
else if (pl.y < vp.ll.y)

pl.y = linepos = vp.ur.y;
p2.x = vp.ur.x;
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p2.y = pl.y;
if (GRrasquery (RAS_DRAW) — YES) ( /• raster ops supported ? •/

GPrascreate I(p2.x-pl.x»l), 1, Srasptrl: /* save line background •/

GRrasget (Spl, (p2.x-pl.xtl), 1. Srasptr);

/* compute new reading '/
•val = low . (high - low) * (linepos - vp.ll.y! / (vp.ur.y - vp.ll.y);

) else I
pl.x s 1inepos;
pi.y => vp.11.y:
i f (pi.x > vp.ur.x)

pl.x = linepos * vp.ll.x;
else if (pi.x < vp.ll.x)

pl.x = linepos = vp.ur.x:
p2 . x = pi. x ••
p2.y = vp.ur.y;
if (GRrasquery (RAS_DRAW) == YES) ( /* raster ops supported ? •/

GPrascreate (1, (p2.y-pl.y*l), Srasptr): /* save line background */
GRrasget (Spl, 1, (p2.y-pl.ytl). &rasptr);

/• compute new reading */
•val = low • (high - low) • (linepos - vp.ll.x) / (vp.ur.x - vp.ll.x);

/• Draw the line •/
GRmove_and_vector (Spl, Sp2);
GRflushO ;
return YES;

) /* moveline •/

BOOL movelocline (graphobj, loc, val. Index)
/• Draw the line given the location on screen and compute its reading */
OBJECT graphobj;
POINT M o c ;
DOUBLE *val;
INT index;

vdp, argblock, grptype;ADDRESS graphaddr,
RECTANGLE vp;
POINT pi, p2:
DOUBLE low, high;

/• Get dgp and vdp of the indexed axis */
graphaddr = (ADDRESS)VOdgAddress (graphobj);
vdp = (ADDRESS)VGvdget (graphaddr, index);
i f (ivdpl return NO;

/• Turn line off and set line color •/
lineoff (graphobj);
if (fclrndx)

GRcolor (fclrndx);
else

GRcolor (fclrndx = VOcoIndex( VOcoCreate ('c', 255, 255, 255) ) ) ;

/* Get graph rectangle and range */
VGvd_drange (vdp, slow, shigh);
VPdgdfquery (graphaddr, V_Q_DATAVP, NULL, svp);

.'* If graph is VDbarhoriz (horizontal bar chart), draw vertical reading line,
otherwise draw horizontal ones */

grptype = (ADDRESS)VGdgdf (graphaddr);
if (grptype '. - VDbarhoriz) (

pi.x = vp.ll.x;
pi-y = loc->y:
if (pl.y > vp.ur.y II pl.y < vp.ll.y)

pl.y = linepos;
else

linepos = pi.y;
p2 .x = vp.ur.X;
p2.y = pl.y:
if (GRrasquery (RAS_DRAW) == YES) ( /• raster ops supported ? •/

GRrascreate ((p2.x-pl.x*l), 1, srasptr); /* save line background •/
GRrasget (Spl, (p2.x-pl-x*l), 1, Srasptr);

/• compute new reading */
•val = low • (high - low) • (linepos - vp.ll.y) / (vp.ur.y - vp.ll.y);

) else (
pl.x = loc->x;
pl.y = vp.ll.y,-
if (pl.x > vp.ur.x II pl.x < vp.ll.x)

pl.x = 1i nepos;
else

linepos = pl.x*
p2.x = pi.x;
p2.y = vp.ur.y;
if (GRrasquery (RAS_DRAW) == YES) ( /* raster ops supported 1 •/

GRrascreate (1, (p2.y-pl.ytl), Sraaptr); /• save line background •/
GRrasget (Spl, 1, (p2.y-pl.y»l), Srasptr);

/• compute new reading •/
•val = low + (high - low) • (linepos - vp.ll.x) / (vp.ur.x - vp.ll.x);

/« Draw line •/
GRmove_and_vector (Spl, Sp2):
GRflushO ;
return YES;

) /• movelocline •/ ,
VOID linecolor (clrobj)
/* Set line color */
OBJECT clrobj:

fclrndx = VOcoIndex (clrobj);
I /• linecolor •/
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VOID owrview ()

VIEW view;
DRAWPORT drawport;

GRerasel):
view = TViLoad( OWRVIEW } ;
drawport = TdpCreatel screen.
TdpDraw( drawport );

sleep(lO);
GRerasel);
TdpDestroy( drawport );
TviDestroyl view );

view, NULL, NULL ) ;
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